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The CoC~·· direction. But as one ~ b u g 
crossesthe"finish •••• line" 
of electricity, Its • • demise 

Goes 
by Wilam 

Buggy attract> all the other bugs. As they 
move towards thctr late member, an· 

P Nee other bug goes - and they swirl 
• a gai n . ~ Slowly theswarm gets 

I 
smalle r . • until one lone bug 

• •• dances his way across 

S ::[.; the screen to his ulti· 
omettmes when I'm shovel- • mate fate . Of course it takes a rna· 

ing snow or hauling firewood chme-language program to s imulate 
down to the basement, I re - all the motion and to rapidly com· 
member those carefree halcyon ~ pute the changes in direction 

days of summer in Florida. I remember • for the swarm. 
sitting outs ide in the evening, sipping a • The assembly-language 
soft drink and - you guessed it -· program shown in Listing 2 does 
swatting bugs! A little after sun- ·~ all of th is fo r us. The program starts with 
down, the evening r itual would • e• a RANDOM macro (adapted from 
begin; out would come the swarms • • my PUCHINKO program in 1HE 
of insects and out would come the elec- •• : RAINBOW, July 1991, Page 31) 
tric bug zappers. Great swarms of bugs • that assigns a random + I or - l 
would swirl, enticed by the pale light, and change of direction to each bug. 
slowly revolve into it; each bug was TherearetwoSOO·bytearrays that storeall 
further attracted by the faint flicker of the necessary bug information. The LOC 
a neighbor who had bumped into the • array stores the current x and y coordi· 
electric coils . nates for each bug, and DEL holds the 

To recapture this image, I decided to changes in direction for these co-
simulate it using the Color Computer. With ordinates. A bug's new location 
Bugs , a large swarm of bugs appears on the is its current location plus its cur-
screen. At first each bug moves in a random rent change in direction (no more 

than+ I or I). Since each array b 500 
bytes in length. there can be no more 
than 250 bugs. 

After equating >SET, PPOINT and 
RND< 01 to thctr actual KOM locattons, NUMB 
holds the number of bugs. and LEN is the 
horizontal line with th~ imaginary bug zap
per. The RANLOC routme picks random co
ordinates on the screen and checks to see if 
that point is already occupied (using 
PPO !NT}. If not, the coordinates are saved in 
the LOC array and that point is set (using) 
PSET. Next, the RANDOM macro assigns an 
initial change of direction of + I or -1 to 
each x and y coordinate and stores the points 
in the DEL array. 

Since most insects fly in a straight line 
fnr short distances, I've included a variable 
Ireferto asNum berOfTimes. This counter 
(COUNTl) reflects how many times a bug 
may move in the same direction before new 
random changes are computed. I use a value 
of five , but you can make this as low as one, 
or higher if you want. Next, the current x 
and y coordinates are taken from the LOC 
array and that point is PRESET. Then the 
changes in the OEL array (500 bytes away) 
are added to the current coordinates. The 
program checks they coordinate to keep it 
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A User's Experiences 
.ike many CoCo 3 users, I wondered 

whether or not I sho uld move to one o f the 
OS-9/68000-based compute rs now avail
able in this marke t. Having been a CoCo 
user since the days of the origmal Color 
Computer, I remember having only 4K of 
memory and using the original Color BA· 

SIC. From there I progressed to a 64K, OS-
9 Level I system. And when the CoCo 3 
came along, I bought one and soon found 
myself upgrading it to 5 12K of memory and 
adding OS-9 Level l l and a ha rd d rive. 

When d iscussion of the so-ca lled CoCo 
4 machines started several years ago, I 
wrote to the three companies involved (IMS, 

FHL and Delmar) asking for a ll the infor
mation available. About the same t ime I 
jo ined a local Unix users group and gained 
access to USENET/lNTER"'ET. Here I 
was able to ask others about using OS-9 on 
68000-based computers. After getting a ll 
the facts and opinions I could, l decided to 
"mo' e" to one of the new computers. I 
selected the MM/1 from Inte ractive Media 
Systems. In this article I share some of my 
experiences with OSK and the MM/ 1, and 
point out some d ifferences hetween OSK 
and OS-9/6809. 

SEECEKCNP~16 
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It's a 
Matter 
of Degree 

by 
Roger Carlson 

C very time I 
I.flatcb the 

weather forecasts 
on television, the 
temperatures are 
given in both Fahr
enheit and Celsius. 
This aroused my cu
riosity somewhat 
(not so much why 
both were given but 
the relationship be
tween the two). So 
I decided to write 

Celsius, a BA· 
SIC program 
designed to 
coovert rem-

) peraaue read-
ings from either 

sys tem to the 
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LETTERS 

Needs Help With Scripsit 
Ediwr: 

I've been a subscriber to TilE RAINBOW 
since February of this year. I bought my 
CoCo 3 primarily to see what I could learn 
to do with it, and the original Extended 
BASIC Manual has guided me most of the 
way. I'm very much a computer green
hom, but I can see why CoCo fans like TilE 
RAINBOW. I have a few questions for which 
I'd like answers. 

Occasionally, when using Scripsit (Cat. 
No. 26-31 05), the computer suddenly starts 
acting like the SHIFT key is being held 
down - it prints only capital letters. The 
only way I've found to stop this is to first 
sav~ on tape whatev~r is in memory, then 
tum the CoCo off. When I tum it back on, 
I can reload from the tape and everything is 
back to normal. 

Once while I was using RASIC, the CoCo 
began printing only lowercase characters 
on the screen. It would print capitals only 
when I used the SHIFf key. As before, I 
could return the computer to normal only 
by tuming the CoCo off. What d1d I do 
wrong and can I correct it without having to 
tum the CoCo off? 

Occasionally when loading files from 
tape, Scripsit will stop somewhere in the 
middle of the program and flash an error 
message on the screen. It might stop even in 
the middle of a word.! suspect a flaw in the 
tape, but is there any way I can make it 
resume loading the remaining part of the 
file? 

Although the example for right justifica
tion in the DMP-107 manual (Page 35) 
works, how do I adapt it to work with a 
whole paragraph or more? Also, although 
both command examples work for printing 
bold and normal letters in the same line 
(Page 99) and italicized and non-italicized 
in the same line (Page 100), how do !tell the 
printer to print only specific words in a 
paragraph or sentence in bold or italics? 

Is there any way to direct a BASIC com
mand to the printer while I'm using Scrip
sit? And is there any way to load a program 
into Scripsit from tape that was CSAVED 
from within BASIC? 

Is it true that aU computers use the 
Microsoft BASIC language, except perhaps 
for the Atari and Commodore? 

R .L. Aldrich 
2505 Bernard 

Denton, TX 76205 

IV e suspect your problem with upper
and lowercase characters has to do with the 
SHIFT-Lockfimction of the CoCo keyboard. 
When you first turn on the CoCo, it is in the 
all-uppercase mode. You can switch to 
lowercase by holding down the SH 1FT key 
and pressing 0 (zero). Pressing SHIFI'-0 
again returns you to the uppercase mode. 
When you start Scripsit, it comes up in the 
lowercase mode. SHIFT-0 can be used to 
toggle in and out of the all-caps mode. 
Perhaps you were trying to enter a right 
parenthesis or aslfrisk and, while holding 
downSHIFT, pressed theO key by accident. 
If the problem occurs again,just try press
ing SH/FT-0 . 

Chances are, the error message you 
sometimes receive when loading files into 
Scripsit is telling you there is a media error 
-a dropout ora badspotonthetape. While 
you can't resume a stopped load. you can 
rewind and try again after adjusting the 
volume a little on the tape recorder. 

The BASIC interpreters for many personal 
computers were indeed written by Micro· 
soft. This makes switching from one system 
to another a little easier. However. 1•arious 
personal computers offer different features, 
and Microsoft wrote these interpreters sepa
rately. Some commands available on a spe
cific computer might not be available on 
others. 

Hint for VIPIBASlC Editing 
Editor: 

I use VIP Writer Ill for editing BASIC 
programs, and I keep an ASCII copy of the 
program file on my VIP disk and a binary 
copy on my work disk. During a recent 
session, I loaded the ASCII copy of a pro
gram, made a few changes, then re~aved it to 
my VIP disk. I then updated the copy on my 
work disk by saving the ASCII copy on top 
of the old binary copy. 

However, when I attempted to run the 
program on my work disk, l received errors. 
Li~ting the program to the screen revealed 
that it had become garbled. It loaded into 
VIP just fine but was garbled whenever l 
tried to load it from BASIC. 

When l checked the directory track, I 
discovered that VIP had not changed the 
file-type byte to reflect the fact that the copy 
on my work disk was an ASCJI tile. The 
BASIC interpreter was attempting to read 
tokens out of the ASC!I text. 

Therefore, when editing BASIC programs 
with VIP, you should never save an ASCII 
copy of a file on top of a binary copy. To 
avoid problems, save the ASC!l copy with a 
different extension (such as . ASC) instead. 

Trevor Boehm 
77 Inwood Cres. 

Winnipeg, MB R2Y IA2 
Canada 

MIDI, MIDI Questions 
Editor: 

What does a MIDI keyboard do, and how 
do you hook it up to a CoCo? How does it 
enhance the sound capabilities of the CoCo 
(if that's what it does)? Which keyboard 
would you recommend in the $200-to-$300 
price range. 

Owen Crabtree 
211 SIV 6th Street 

College Place, WA 99324 

MIDI stands for Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface and is a standard that 
simplifies the interconnection of electronic 
musical instruments, as well as their use 
with computers. Most CoCo MIDI software 
is designed to send data to MIDI inscru
ments though the rear serial port. Some 
products also support a special hardware 
pack once available from Speech Systems 
(perhaps Rulaford Research has a few). 
MIDI doesn't enhance the sound capabili· 
ties of the CoCo; rather, it expands these 
capabilities using external hardware such 
as keyboards and drum machines. Manag
ing editor Cray Augsburg has the Yarrwha 
PSS-680 and also likes the Casio MT-540 
and MT-240 , though these units are not 
currently available new - check the bar
gain papers for used units. For more infor
mation about MIDI, see "Play It Again, 
CoCo" (December 1989, Page 74). 

Kudos to Coless 
Editor: 

I have a few good words to say about Mr. 
Walter Bayer and Co less Computer Design. 

THE RAINBOW 

I recently purchased Cll/ PagesE 2 5. Prior 
to my purchase, however, I wrote to Mr. 
Bayer with my concerns about printer 
support. I have a 512K CoCo 3, an RGB 
monitor and a DMP-!30A printer. which 
according to the catalog isn't supported by 
Clll PagesE. 

Not only did Mr. Bayer write back. he 
included a disk and a solution to the prob
lem. Since then we have talked on the 
phone on a number of occasions, and Mr. 
Bayer has always been very helpful. 

If you have a Tandy DMP-series printer 
and are looking for a good desktop pub
lisher, give Cl// PagesE a try. The product 
and the service is as advertised. 

By the way, thank you for publishing an 
answer to my question in the August 1992 
edition of "OS-9 Hotline." IL was very 
helpful. 

Ernest Bazzinotti, Jr. 
91 Huggins Road 

Rockland, MA 02370 

Wants to Market BASIC Programs 
Editor: 

The first issue of THE RAINBOW I re
ceived was your last "glossy" issue. Al
though I liked that forrnat better, !love TilE 
RAINBOW anyway. I have written many 
BASIC program> lhat I would like to >ell, 
but I can't afford to copyright and market 
them. Do you know of any companies that 
would buy them from me or pay royalties 
for them'! What do you suggest'! 

Where can I get a Y -cable that l can use 
to connect my disk controller and modem 
(or Speech/Sound Cartridge) to my CoCo 
at the same time? And where can I get 
CoCo Max Ill'? I have heard a lot about it 
but have never seen it advertised. 

Is the OS-9 shell at the beginning of 
games like Rogue, Microscopic A1ission 
and Zone Runner enough to run other 
programs that indicate "Requires OS-9 
Levell!?" 

LeifOlson 
2384thNW 

P.O. Box 124 
Tioga, ND 58852 

You can contact advertisers in THE RAIN· 

BOW to inquire about marketing your soft
ware through them. Better yet, send your 
programs to Its- we're always interested 
in programs for publication. 

IV e know of no company currently of
fering a Y cable. However, THE RAINBOW 

columnist Marty "The King of Kables" 
Goodman may be able to help. \Ve have 
forwarded a copy of your letter to him. 

For the most part, the OS-9 shell in
cluded with the games you mention is 
complete, and some third-party OS-9 of
ferings may work fine with it. However, 
this shell is minimal and doesn't include 
rrwny of the utilities you really need to 
work with OS-9. There are severo/files in 
the OS9 Online databases on Delphi de
scribing how to use these limited shells. 
OS-9 is available through Tandy's Ex
press Order (calll-800-321-3133). 

Wants Program Paks 
Editor: 

I am writing to find out if you carry 
PrognunPaks fortheColorComputer2? If 
so, do you have a catalog of the games, and 
will you please send me a copy? l would 
abo like to know the address for Radio 
Shack in Fort Worth. 

David Bosonic 
804 East I 8th Street 
Cameron, TX. 76520 

No, we don't actually sell Program 
Paks, nor do we ktwwofanyCoCo vendors 
currently offering them commercially. Per-
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haps other readers would part with theirs. 
Barring this, try Tandy's t:xpress Order 
system at (800)321-3133. You can write to 
Tandy! Radio Shack at One Tandy Center, 
Fort Worth, TX 76102. 

High-Speed Disk Blues 
Editor: 

I am having trouble loading ftles on one 
of my disks. I was writing a program that 
runs in the high-speed mode and forgot to 
slow down the computer before I saved it. 
When I type D I R, I get an 1/0 error. I also get 
an 1/0 error whenever I try to use BASIC's 
OS K I$ command to see what the problem is. 
Do you know of any programming tech
niques with BASIC or BAS!C09 that I can use 
to salvage the files on the disk? Where can 
I fmd programs that would remedy my 
situation? 

Is there any way to alter the output of the 
RF port on a Commodore 64 so that it can 
be connected to an RGB monitor? If so, I 
would like to know how, no matter how 
complex the procedure might be. Please 
don't refer me to a past issue of THE RAIN
BOW -I don't have access to any of them. 
I would also like a ballpark figure on how 
much the parts will cost. 

Also, I am interesting in finding a work
ing 5 I 2K memory upgrade, a 1-meg mem
ory upgrade, an FD-502 disk drive and 
working Color Computers (1, 2 or 3). I will 
try to answer all letters. 

Brandon Broyles 
4901 Wheeler Drive 

The Colony, TX 75056 

We fear your data is forever garbled. 
Once a file is saved at high speed, there is 
little chance of recovering it. For fmure 
reference. Stere Bjork wrote a utility called 

Feature Program 

DFIX and uploaded it to the CoCo SIG 011 

Delphi back when the CoCo 3 was first 
introduced. This machine-language rou
tine allows high-speed disk access in most 
cases. 

We have forwarded a copy of your letter 
to Marry "Monarch of Monitors" Goodman. 
Perhaps he can help you with your C64-to
RGB question. 

A Bigger Binder for THE RAINBOW 
Editor: 

After reading "Print #-2" in the July 
1992 issue, I decided to share the method I 
use to store THE RAINBOW. Radio Shack at 
one time carried (and can currently order) a 
147/s-by-11 printout binder (Cat. No. 26-
211). If you punch two holes in the left 
margin of THE RAINBOW, the magazine fits 
in the binder just fine. And one binder holds 
30 to 40 issues in the new format. Thank 
you for keeping THE RAINBOW alive! 

Gary Erxleben 
110 StatP StrPPt 

N. Pekin, IL 61554 

TilE RAINBOW welcomes letters to the 
editor. Mail should be addressed to: Letters 
to Rainbow, The Falsoft Building, 9509 
U.S. Hwy 42, P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY 
40059. Letters should include the writer's 
full name and address. Letters may be ed
ited for clarity or to conserve space. 

Letters to the editor may also be sent to 
us through our Delphi CoCo SJG. From the 
CoCo SIG> prompt, enter RA I to get to the 
Rainbow Magazine Services area of the 
SJG. At the RArNBOW> prompt, enter LET 
to reach the LEITERS> prompt, then se
lect Letters for Publication. Be sure to in
clude your complete mune and address. 

PASSWORD 

CLEAR 1000 , 32340: LOAOM "PASSWORD 
.BIN":EXEC 32340 

This command line tells the CoCo that the 
highest address usable by BASIC is 32339, 
then loads and executes Password. 

If you don ' I have an assembler or would 
prefer not to use one, enter the program 
shown in Listing 2 and save it to tape or 
disk. This program pokes the Password 

routine into the appropriate area 

you enter, so be careful when typing. 
After your pa"wonl is safely tucked 

away, Password multitasks with BASIC, 
scanning the keyboard roll-over table 60 
times each second. To activate the rouline, 
hold down the CTRL key and press L. A 
bell sounds to indicate Password is waiting 
for you to enterthe correct pas, word. To get 
back to what you were doing, simply type 
the password and press enter. Again, you 
will not be able to see what you are typing. 
If an incorrect password is entered, a long 
beep sounds, followed by another bell tone. 
If this happens,just try again- the process 
continues until the correct password is en
tered by the user. 

It is important to know that while Pass
word is active, everything is frozen. If the 

ORREC 
~TION 
"PowerBoost: Speeding Up the CoCo" 
(Review, September 1992, Page 1): Need
less to say, we are pretty excited that the 
6309 from Hitachi works with the CoCo 3. 
Our enthusiasm, however, resulted in our 
misinterpreting part of Marty Goodman's 
review of Burke & Burke's PowerBoost. 
Contrary to what we reported, Burke & 
Burke is not at this time selling the 6309 
microprocessor as a separate unit. It is, 
however, available as an optional part of 
PowerBoost. We apologize for any incon
venience our error may have caused. 

"Sort Directories With BASIC09" (Oc
tober 1992, Page 4): Author Ken Kobes 
contacted us to report a bug in SortDir. This 
error expands the directOry file being sorted 
by one byte so that its length is no longer a 
multiple of32. This creates a problem when 
OS-9 later expands the directory file to 
make room for new entries. To fix the bug, 
make the following corrections to 
Sort01 r. b09: 

AtOffsetOOCF,changeDIM zero:BYTE 
to DIM zero:STRING[32], and at Offset 
0006, change zero: -SOD to zero :-CHRS ( 0). 

Bit 0 CASSOUT 
Bit 1 RS-232C outpUt 
Bi12 6-Bil DIA 
Blll 6-Bit DIA 
Bit 4 6,.Bit DIA 

disk drive was on, it will stay on until BASIC 
regains control. Even the BASIC TIMER 
function stops! 'This can be a handy feature, 
especially if you're playing a game that 
bases your score on your speed- just use 
CTRL-L as a game-pause function. 

Technical Considerations 
Unlike some other machine-language 

programs, Pas.ntord won't cause your 
printer to print garbage when the program 
produces it> sounds. It is very irresponsible 
of programmers who overlook this bug, 
causing users to be startled as their printers 
jump to life for no apparent reason. It 's also 
a waste of paper. The explanation of this 
bug is •omewhat technical, but I think the 
problem is worth some discussion. 

Memory Location $FF20 (65312 deci
mal) is the address which handles the 
CoCo's built-in 6-bit digital/analog con
verter. Among other things, this D/ A con
verter is used to create sound. What many 
programmers don't realize is that this ad
dress also handles the CASSOUT line, 
which is used for cassette output (including 
controiUng the Hi-Res joystick interface) 
and the RS-232C output line for the serial 
port. Figure 1 shows the bit assignments for 
Location $FF20. 
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Submitting 
Material 

To Rainbow 

Contributions to THE RAINBOW 
are welcome from everyone. We 
like to run a variety of programs 
that are useful, helpful and fun 
for other CoCo owners. 

WHAT TO WRITE: We are 
interested in what you want to 
tell our readers. We accept for 
consideration anything that is 
well-written and has a practical 
application for the Tandy Color 
Computer. If it interests you, it 
will probably interest lots of oth
ers. However, we vastly prefer 
articles with accompanying pro
grams that can be entered and 
run. The more unique the idea, 
the more the appeal. We have a 
continuing need for short articles 
with short listings. These are es
pecially appealing to our many 
beginners. 

FORMAT: Program submis
sions must be on tape or disk, and 
it is best to make several saves, at 
least one of them in ASCTI for
mat. We're sorry, but we do not 
have time to key in programs and 
debug our typing errors. All pro
grams should be supported by 
some editorial commentary ex
plaining how the program works. 
We also prefer that editorial copy 
be included in ASOI format on 
the tape or disk, u sing any of the 
word processors currently avail
able for the Color Computer. 
Also, please include a double
spaced printout of your editorial 
material and program listing. Do 
not send text in all capital letters; 
use upper- and lowercase. 

COMPENSATION: We do 
pay for submissions, based on a 
number of criteria. Those wish
ing remuneration should so state 
when making submissions. 

For the benefit of those want
ing more detailed information on 
making submissions, please send 
a self-addressed, stamped enve
lope (SASE) to: Submission 
Guidelines, 11 IE RAINtJOW, The Fal 
soft Building, P.O. Box 385, Pros
pect, KY 40059. We will send 
you comprehensive guidelines. 

Please do not submit material 
currently submitted to another 
publication. 

3 
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In most cases, programs don't tell the 
computer to write to a cassette or scan 
joystick positions while producing sound. 
So the CASSOUT tine usuallr doesn't 
presel?t a problem. But if a printer IS plugged 
m and online during sound output, a couple 
of "garbage" bits in the D/A converter can 
quickly leave a lasting impression - on 
paper. 

Since you can always tum the printer 
off, this is a small price to pay to have high
quality sound on the CoCo. But the fact is, 
software is capable of filtering the garbage 
by using a smgle machine-language in
struction, which r use in lines 780 and 980 
of the assembly-language listing of Pass
word. The l?rogram uses Register B to store 
the value tt's about to send to the D/A 
converter. The command ANDB #252 tells 
the CoCo to ensure that the frrst two bits of 
the value in Register Bare not set (they are 
zeros). Using this technique, even digitized 
sound can be tiltered without any notice
able decrease in speed. 

l urge all programmers to use filters in 
their sound routines. It does not affect the 

Listing 1: PASSWORD 

00100 ORG 32340 
00Jl0 TITLE PASSWORD. ASH 
00120 

sound at all since the CASSOUT and RS-
232C output lines are not connected to a 
speaker. Because sound filters are such an 
easy solution to an age-old CoCo problem, 
there is no excuse for not using them. 

As a final note, Password doesn't pro
tect against someone turning the CoCo off 
or pressing the Reset button. But it does 
keep the mildly nosy and unknowledgable 
from wreaking havoc while you are away 
from the computer. If you have any ques
tions or comments about Password, feel 
free to write to me. 

Joel Mathew Hegberg has been pro
gramming for nine years and enjoys writ
ing software for the Color Computer and 
MM/1. Some of his commercial creations 
are available through Sub-Etha Software. 
Joel can be conractedat936N./2thStreet, 
De Kalb,IL 60115-2516, (815) 748-6638. 
Please include an SASE when requesting a 
reply. 

00130 ** ****** **** ****** *** *** * •• 
00140 *"PASSWORD" WRITTEN FOR * 
00150 *THf RAINBOW MAGAZINE BY * 
00160 *JOEL MATHEW HEGBERG * 
00170 * 936 NORTH TWELFTH STREET * 
001B0 :2~.~~2;.!~~!~2!~ .. ~~;;;.: 00190 
00200 
00210 BEGIN LBRA START 
00220 DATAl FCC /ENTER YOUR PASSWORD./ 
00230 FCB 13 
00240 FCB 0 
00250 PAS~RD RMB 11 
00260 BUFFER RMB 11 
00270 PRINT PSHS D. Y .U 
00280 PR I NT1 LOA ,X+ 
00290 LBEO PRTOON 
00300 JSH [SA002] 
00310 LBRA PRINTZ 
00320 PRTDON PULS o. y ,u 
00330 RTS 
00340 START LEAX DATAl. PCR 
00150 I RSR PRINT 
00360 LBSR GETBUF 
00370 LEAX PASWRD, PCR 
00380 LlAY BUFFER. PCR 
00390 LOB 110 
00400 LJOPI LOA , Y+ 
00410 STA .X-+-
00420 !NCB 
00430 C~PB fll 
00440 LBLO LOOP! 
00450 LOX 269 
00460 srx I ROLOC. PCR 
00410 LEAX 1~0. PC~ 
00480 STX 269 
00490 RTS 
00~00 I RO PSHS 0, X, Y ,U 
00510 LOA 342 
00520 CMPA #189 
00530 LBEO rREEZ1 
00S40 IRORTN PULS 0, X, Y ,U 
00550 J MP [I ROLOC, PCR) 
00560 IROlOC RMB 7 
00570 PATCH PSHS O. X.Y .U . CC 
005B0 ORCC #80 
00590 LOA #189 
00600 STA 342 
00610 LOO PRTLOC, PCR 
00620 STD 360 
00630 PULS O,X,Y.U,CC 
00640 JMP [360) 
00650 SNDON LOA IFF01 
00660 ANOA #247 
00670 STA SFF0! 
00680 LO A IFF03 
00690 ANOA #247 
00700 STA IFF03 
00110 LOA SFF23 
00720 ORA #B 
00730 STA IFF23 
00740 RTS 
00750 TONE! LBSR SHDON 
00760 CLRB 
00770 TNLOPI PSHS B 
00780 ANOB #252 * SOUND F! L TER 
00790 STS IFF20 
00800 PULS 8 
00810 COMB 
00820 LOY #80 
00830 TNHXTI EXG D. y 
00840 SUBD #I 
00850 EXG 0, y 
00860 CMPY #0 
00870 LBNE TNNXTI 
00AR0 C~PR #I 78 
00890 LBHS TNLDP1 
00900 !NCB 
009!0 C~PB #12B 
00920 LBNE TN LOP! 
00930 RTS 
00940 T0Nc2 LBSR SNOON 
00950 LOB 020 
00960 LOX #200 
00970 TNLOP2 PSHS B 
00980 ANOB #252 * SOUND Fl LTER 

99999 STB IFF20 
91989 PULS 8 
81919 COMB 
91929 LOY #158 
91030 TNNH2 EXG 0, y 
01840 SUBO #1 
81850 EXG 0, y 
81060 CHPY #8 
81078 LBNE TNNXT2 
01080 EXG o.x 
81898 SUBO #1 
91188 EXG o.x 
81118 CHPX #B 
91128 LBNE TNLOP2 
81138 RTS 
01140 PRTLOC RHB 2 
81158 FREEll LOO 368 
01168 STO PRTLOC, PCR 
81170 LEAX PATCH, PCR 
01180 STX 360 
01190 FREEZE L8SR TONE! 
01200 LBSR GETBUF 
01210 LEAX BUFFER. PCR 
01220 LEAY PASWRO, PCR 
9!230 LOB #11 
01240 LOOP2 LOA 'Y+ 
01250 LBEO PASS! 
01260 CHPA , X+ 
01270 LBNE NOPASS 
01280 DECB 
01290 LBEO PASSOK 
01300 LBRA LOOP2 
01310 NOPASS LBSR TONE2 
01320 LBRA FREEZE 
01330 PASS! LOA ,X 
01340 LBNE NOPASS 
01350 PASSOK LDO PRTLOC, PCR 
81360 STD 360 
01370 LBRA I RORTN 
01380 GETBUF LOB #0 
01390 LEAX BUrFER.PCR 
01400 GETKEY JSR [IA000) 
014!0 LBEO GET KEY 
81420 CHPA #8 
01430 LBEO BACKSP 
01440 CHPA #13 
01450 LBEO ENTER 
01460 CHPA #32 
01470 LBLO GETKEY 
01480 CHPA #127 
01490 LBHI GETKEY 
01500 CHPB #II 
01510 LBHS GETKEY 
01520 STA ,X+ 
01530 I NCB 
01540 LBRA GET KEY 
01550 BACKSP CHPB #0 
015€0 LBEO GET KEY 
01~10 LOA , -X 
01580 DECB 
01590 LBRA GET KEY 
016e0 EHER CHPB #0 
01610 l BEO GET KEY 
01620 CHPB #11 
01610 LBEO CO NT! 
01640 CLR ,X+ 
01650 CCNTI RTS 
01660 DCNE EOU * 
01670 END 

Listing 2: PASSWCRO 

'PASSWORD Je 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 

'BY JOEL MATHEW HEGBERG 
' COPYR I GHT <CJ 1992 
'BY FALSOFT , INC . 
'RA!~BOW MAGAZINE 

70 'JOEL HATHEW HEGBERG 
80 '936 NORTH TWELFTH STREET 
90 'DE KALB, ILLINOIS 60115 
100 • 
110 CLEAR1000 , 32340' CLS: PR I NT" PO 
KING IN OATA. ": PRINT" PLEASE WAIT 

i20 LC-32340 : RESTORE : LN- 1000: TL-
0:LT-0 
130 READ A$: !FAI-"**"THEN200 
140 !FLEN(AIJ>2THEN170 
150 V- VAL("&H"+AS):POKE LC,V:LC
LC+l: LT-LT+V 
160 GOTO 130 
170 V-YAL(AIJ,!f V<>LT THEN PR! N 
T" OATA ERROR IN LINE #":LH:STOP 
180 TL- TL+LT:LT-0:LN-LN+J0 
190 GOTO 130 
200 READ A$:V-YAL<AIJ:Tl-TL+LT 
210 IF V<>Tl THEN PR! NT"UNLOCATA 
BLE ERROR IN DATA STATEHENTS. ":S 
TOP 
220 PRJ NT : PRINT: EXEC32340 
230 NEW 
1000 DATA 16,0,3E,45,4E,54,45,52 
,20 , 59,4F ,55 ,52,20,50,41, 53.53 . I 
176 
1010 DATA 57 .4F.52.44.2E.0.0.0.0 
. e. 0 .e. 0 . 0.0. 0 .0. 0.0 . 0 .0 . 0. 0 . 0.3 
75 
1020 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,34,66,A6,80. 
10,21 ,0,7 ,AD, 9F ,A0.2 ,16. FF, F3,15 
24 
1030 DATA 35,66,39 , 30,BC,BF,l7,F 
F ,[8,17 ,l.II.30,8C ,CC.31,BC ,04 .I 
935 
1040 DATA C6 , 0,A6,A0.A7,80,5C,C l 
,R. 10,?5.FF .F5.8F .l.O.AF ,8D,0,2 1 
88 
Je5e DATA 19.30,80,0,4,BF.l.D.39 
. 34.76 .86 .1.56 . 8l.BD .10, 27 ,0,9C, 
1448 
!£60 DATA 35.76.6E.90.0,0.0.0,34 
, 77 ,lA , 50,86,80,87 ,1. 56,EC,80,16 
85 
1070 DATA 0,85,FO,l,6B.35,77,6E, 
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9F.l.68.B6. FF .1.84. F7 . 37 . FF .1.22 
93 
1080 DATA 86.FF.3 . R4,F7.87.FF . 1 , 
86, FF ,23.8A,8, B7. FF , 23,39 , 17 . FF. 
26B6 
1090 DATA E4 , 5F,34 , 4 , C4,FC , F7 , FF 
.20 .35.4. 53.10.8E .0. 50.1E . 2 .83,1 
902 
1100 DATA 0.1.1E.2,10,8C,0,0,10, 
26, FF, Fl,Cl,B0,10 , 24, FF , 00, 5C . 16 
80 
1110 DATA Cl.80 , !0,26,FF ,06,39.! 
7 . FF .BI ,C6,14 .BE. 0.CB .34.4.C4 . 21 
72 
1120 DATA FC ,F7 , FF,20 ,35 , 4,53,10 
.8E .0. 96.1E .2 .83,0,1.1E,2 ,10,144 
6 
1130 UAIA 8C .0.0.!0,26.FF,Fl,!E, 
1 , 83,0,i,lE .1.8C,0,0,10, 26, FF . 13 
33 
1140 DATA 05 ,39,0,0, FC,l,68 , [0,8 
0, FF. F7 ,30,80, FF ,61, BF,l,68 ,17 ,2 
367 
1150 DATA FF .8A.I7,0,34,30,8D,FE 
.F9 .31.80, FE . EA.C6. B.A6 . A0.10. 23 
89 
1160 DATA 27 .0.14,A1.80,10.26,0, 
B. 5A,I0,27 ,0,F ,16, FF .EC.l7, FF . 13 
61 
1170 DATA 95 , !6.FF,06,A6,84 . 10,2 
6 , FF. F4, EC.BO. FF .BC. FD,I.68 ,16,2 
691 
1180 DATA FF,lC,C6, 0, 30.BD, FE,C3 
.A0.9F ,A0 .0,10.27, FF, F8.81,8.230 
6 
1190 DATA 10.27 ,0,1E.81.0 .10.2 7 . 
0 , 24,81 ,20,10,25, FF , E6.81 . IF .127 
3 
1200 DATA 10,22,n,l0,CI.B,I0,24 
. FF .OA,A7 ,80, 5C ,16, f ' , 04 ,C1,0, 23 
27 
1210 DATA 10 . 27,FF,CE,A6,82,5A,l 
6, FF ,CB .CI,0,10. 27. FF . C2 ,C1, B, 22 
80 
1220 DATA 10.77 .0. 7 , 6F,80.39,0,* 
•. 41!90 



If you want to write fast machine language programs 
but you don't want to spend the next few years trying 
to writ& them in Assembly Language , then CBASIC is 
the answerlll 
CBASIC Is the only fuDy Integrated Basic Compiler and 
program editing system available for the Color 
Computer. k will allow you to take fuU advantage of all 
the capabilities available In your color computer 
without having to spend years trying to learn assembly 
language programming. CBASIC allows you to 
create, edit and convert programs from a language 
you are already familiar with Extended Disk Color 
Basic, into fast efficient machine language programs 
easily and quickly. 

"Th• most complete Edltor!CompllfH' f h•v• 
sHn tor th• CoCo •.• "·Th• RAINBOW M•rch 
1988 

CBASIC is a powerful tool for the Beginner as well 
as the Advanced Basic or M.l. programmer. CBASIC 
features well over 150 compiled Basic Commands and 
Functions that fully support Disk Sequential and Direct 
access nles, Tape, Pr1ntar and Screen 110. CBASIC 
supports All the High and Low Resolution Graphics, 
Sound, Play and String Operations available in 
Enhanced Color Basic, lnduding Graphics HIGET, HI 
PUT, PLAY and HIDRAW, all with 99% synlaX 
compatibility. 

Specify Coco 1, 2 or 3 Disk $149.00 

AUTOPILOT and AUTO-LOG Processors 
X·MODEM DIRECT DISK FILE TRANSFER 
VT-100 & VT-52 TERMINAL EMULATION 

• No lost data even at 2400 Baud on the Serial VO port. 
• 8 Selectable Display Formats, 32/40/64180 columns 
• ASCII & BINARY disk file transfer via XMODEM. 
• Directly record receive data (Data Logging). 
• VT-100 emuladon for VAX, UNIX and other systems. 
• VT-100152 cursor keys, position, PF & Alt. Kbd. keys. 
• Programmable Word length, Parity, Stop Bits 
• Complete Full and Half Duplex operation, 
• Send full 128 character set from Keyboard . 
• Completa Editor, Insert, Delete, Change or Add. 
• 9 Variable length, Programmable Maao Key buffers. 
• Programmable Printer rates from 110 to 9600 Baud. 
• Send Files from the Buffer, Macto Key Buffers or Disk. 
• Display on Screen or Print the contants of the Buffer. 
• Freeze Display & Review information On line . 
• Built In Command Menu (Help) Display. 
Supports: Modem-Pak & Deluxe Pak or Serial Port 

Specify Coco 1, 2, 3 Disk $49.95 

EDTIASM ill is a Disk based co-resident Text Editor & 
Assembler. It is designed to take advantage of the 
new features of the COCO 3. It has 8 D.splay for
mats from 32/40/64/80 columns. The disk also con· 
tains a free standing ML Debug Monitor. 
EDT/ASM Ill has the most powerful, easy to use Text 

Editor available in and Ed1tor/Assembler pad\age for 
the Color Computer. 
• local and Global string search andfor replace. 
• Full Scteen line editing. 
• load and Save standard ASCII formatted files. 
• Block Moce & Copy, Insert, Delete, Overtype. 
• Create and Edit files larger than memory. 
The Assembler fearures indude: 
• ConditionaiiVThen!Eise assembly. 
• Disk library files up to 9 levels deep. 
• Supports standard Motorola directives. 

Allows multiple values in FCBIFDB directives. 
·Allows assembly lrom Buffer, Disk or both. 

Specify Coco 1, 2 or 3 Dlak $59.95 

The Ultimate User Friendly Point & Clid\ operating 
System for your Coco 3. Simple enough even for 
children to use, just point and click to run programs, 
select files, do disk or file maintenance or almost any 

task you currently do 

e by typing commands. 
You also get things 

()t)!;.W like a print spooler, 
Programmable 
Function Keys, a 
Buffered Keyboard, 

Ramdisk, Serial 110 port and Deluxe Pak support along 
with Windows, Icons, Buttons, Pull Down Menus, Edit 
Fields and Mouse functions all in one program. It has 
multiple fonts in 54 possible sizes and styles, 
Enhanced Basic Editing and much much more. It add 
over 50 commands and Functions to Basic to fully 
support the Point & Click System without OS9. 
" .. it otffH'S so m•ny f81tures th•t it Is probebly 
underprlcsd. I recommend this softwar• to ell 
CoCo3 owners." -Th• R•lnbow Faburary 1989 

It is completely compatible with existing Basic 
programs and takes absolutely no memory away from 
basic. It requires 1 Disk Drive, 
R.S. hires interface & Joystick 
or Mouse. 

Jncludea 128 & 512K 
Vtralona Only $69.95 

~ ). 
,:::· 

The SOURCE wUI allow you to easily and quickly 
Disassemble machine language programs direcUy 
fr.om disk and generate beautiful, Assembler Source 
Code. And • The Source• has all the features and 
functions you are looking for in a Disassembler 
• Automatic label generation. 
• Allows specifying FCB, FCC and FOB areas. 
• Disassembles programs directly from Disk. 
• Automatically locates addresses. 
• Output listing to the Printer, Saeen or both. 
·Generates Assembler source directly to disk. 
• Built in Hex/ASCII dump/display. 
• 8 Selectable Display formats 32/40/60/80. 
• BUilt in Disk Directory and Kill file commands. 
• Menu display with single key commands. 
• Written in Ultra fast machine language. 

Specify Coco 1, 2 or 3 Disk $49.95 

Gii'1~i!r:ltftin~§~:·•·:~-[;:~r~m,:1~il:~il 
Window Wrlttr· A point & dick Word Processor, 
powerful formatting capability, works wi. .. th any printer. 
On set_, kalic, bold etc. W'fSIWVG ............... $59.95 
"Window Wrlt•r ~ a powerful word proc• .. or 
that Is tun to UH, very uHr frlsndly •••• _. Th8 
En11lommsnt comperes f•11orably to that of 
Microsoft Windows " • RAINBOW Oec. 19Jig 
W!pdow Wrlter/W· for non WIM owners ............ $79.g5 
W!odgw Bglc Complltr·almilar to CBASIC ... $99.00 
Window Ed!/Asm- A full featured Assembier ... $49.95 
EpntDGQO Edhgra. Baaic & M.L. veraione ........ $19.05 
Advanced Proo!lmmtra Ciyldt- ..................... $24.95 
Tba Mtmprv g•mt· Concentration game ....... $19.95 
Pnk Accusory P•k-7 resident programs ..... $39.95 

A Completely New and Easy to 
use Terminal Program designed 

specifically for the Coco Ill. 
With advanced features you would expect to find only 
in a Hi-Priced M5-Dos program. It has a 26 Entry 
Phone Directory with complete Configuration 
information for Communications and Automatic logon. 
Supports the Serial 110 Port up to 2400 baud, Deluxe & 
Modem Pak and the Disto Serial VO board up to 9600 
baud. It has a Full Scteen Text Editor, XIV Modem Ale 
transfer support, Split Scteen Conference Mode, 
Macro Keys. Full Disk Support induding Mlltifile Copy, 
Kill, Rename, Arc/Un-Arc and Disk Initialize and it is 
Completely Compatible with ADOS. 

Requlrts 128K, Disk & 80 Col. Display $44.95 

Disk Commands File Commands 
B•ckup, Jnlll•llz•, Arclv•, Copy, Kill, 
0/,.ctory, V•rlfy, R•,.,.., ErllH, View, 
Com,.r•, S••rch, Edit, Ed/~ Prln~ Compare, 
Et,..ll, s,_ed r .. ~ Step Sa/VIlli•• S.lltch, Verify, 
Retll Tee~ Gr.n Tllb/ll Teet Arc/ve, Un-Atclve, 
Analyelll • Repair Xmodllm S.nd/Rec. 

The Ol•k Utility Program th•t you 
•lw•y• dream•d of I• now a Reality. 
Coco Tools is a comprehensive disk utility Program 

providing the most complete set of functions available 
for the standard R.S. DOS disk system. Comparable 
in scope and functionality to that of the famous utility 
available for MS-OOS computers 'PC-TOOLS" I 

Coco Tools Is also the most Comprehensive Disk 
Repair program available, it Automatically diagnosis 
and repairs file allocation errors, locates corrupt 
directory information and aoss linked files. It provides 
fast and easy recovery of deleted files without the 
drudgery normally associated with killed file recovery. 

Requires 128K, Disk & 80 col. dleplay $49.95 

EDT/ASM Ill .............................. $49.95 
Window Master ........................... $49.95 
Window Master & Window Writer ..... $79.95 
Deluxe Terminal. ... ...................... $34.95 

VISA, MASTERCARD or COD 
C<1ll Toll Free 1-800-383-8529 

(Monday thru Saturday, Bam 1D 5pm PST). 
To order by mail, send chad\ or money order for the 
amount of the program plus $4.00 for shipping to: 

Cer-Comp Ltd. 
5566 Ricochet A venue 
Las Vegas, NV 89110 

702-452-0632 
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Feature Program 

by KENNETH REIGH~RD JR. 

c autiously you creep through the freshly IQ;cO:u• · .. ·~·· fff .. <r ] 
turned field Your detector indicates mines nearby, The Listing, HINFIELo 

but in which direction do they lie? The tension 
mounts with each slow step. Suddenly you are 
overcome with fear, and you run m a random 
direction. Then . .. KABOOM! 

Minefield is a logic game for the CoCo 3. 
As written, the program requires a disk 

drive, though I'll show you in a moment 
how to modify it for tape-based systems. 

Before you run Minefield the first time, 
you must create the data file (BESTMI NE.OAT) 

in which it stores the best playing time. Do 
this by entering RUN 570. Youcanalsouse 
this method to reset the times stored in the 
file. Once BESTMINE.OAT exists on your 
playing disk, you can run the program 
simply by entering RUN "MINFI ELD". When 
you run the program, you are prompted for 
whether you have a composite (press C) or 
RGB (press R) monitor. If you are using a 
television, use the Composite option. 

Minefield supports three skill levels: Easy 
is played on a 10-by- 1 0 grid with 10 mines; 
Medium is played on a 20-by-15 grid and 
u ses 45 mines; and Hard is played on a 30-

by-20 grid hiding 99 mines. Select the 
desired skill level by pressing I , 2 or 3 on 
the title <creen. 

When you first start the game, all the 
squares on the grid (minefield) are covered. 
The object of the game is to uncover all the 
unmined squares without "stepping" on a 
mine. The cursor indicating the current 
square appears in the upper-left corner; use 
the arrow keys to move the cursor to the 

various squares on the grid. 

To place a flag on a square you think 
contains a mine, simply move the cursor to 

that square and press ENTER. The mine 
counter in the upper-right corner of the 
screen will decrease by one. If you later 
change your mind, you can remove the flag 
by again selecting that square and pressing 
ENTER. It is important that you understand 
the mine counter is based on the number of 
flags you place and has nothing at all to do 
with whether or not mines actually exist at 
their locations. You cannot place more 
markers than the number of mines on any 
given level. 

To uncover a square, select it with the 
cursor and press the space bar. If the square 
contains a mine, well ... let's just say the 
game is over. If this happens, all hidden 

mines are revealed and any flags you have 
placed inaccurately are indicated with an X. 
If you are lucky and don't step on a mine 

when you press the space bar, you will see 
either a blank space or a number. A blank 

indicates there are no mines hidden in any 
of the eight adjacent squares. (Yes, diago
nals count in a minefield.) At this point the 
game reveals all blank squares adjacent to 
the selected square in all directions until 
number squares are reached. A number 
indicates the number of adjacent squares 
that contain mines. For example, if a square 
contains a 2, you know there two mines 
next to it. 

When you uncover all the squares that 
don't contain mines, your playing time is 

displayed. Scoring is based on the time it 
takes you to solve an entire minefield. u· 
your time is the best score for the current 

playing l evel, you arc asked to enter your 
name. Minefield is designed to save the best 
time from each level in the BESTHINE .OAT 
file on disk. This routine must be sacrificed 
if you are using a tape-based system. To 
remove the routine, delete lines 485 through 
495, 510 through 550, and 570through 585. 

Remember that Minefield is for the most 
part a log ic game. As tempted as you might 

become, try to guess as little as possible. 
H owever, there are some possible number 

combinations on the grid that will force you 
to guess at times. After all, luck has a little 
to do with it in real life, too. 

Ken Reighard Jr. is srudying computer 
science and engineering at the University 
ofToledo, where he is also a member of the 
Triangle fraternity. He can be contacted at 
2F441 Ridgeland Drive. Toronto, OH 
43964, (614) 537-4875. Please include an 
SASE when reque.ting a reply. 

Arrows 
ENTER 

move cursor around grid 

Space Bar 

a) set flag for possibl';, m ine location 
b) remove existing flag marker 
uncover sel ected square 

Figure 1: Minefield Key Commands 

0 'MINEFIELD 
1 'BY KENNETH REIGHARD, JR. 
2 'COPYRIGHT <C> t992 
3 'BY FALSOFT, INC. 
4 'RAINBOW HAGAliNE 
5 GOTO 10 
6 HPAINT(H*8+16,V*8+16),0,2:RETU 
RN 
7 HPAINT< H*8+16, V*8+16) ,4, 2, RETU 
RN 
8 HPAINT( H*8+16, V*8+16) ,3, 2, RETU 
RN 
9 HPAINT(H*8+16,Y*8+16J,l,2 , RETU 
RN 
18 CLS' INPUT"HONJTOR (RIC>" ;01 
15 IF 01-"C" THEN PALETTE CHP EL 
SE PALETTE RG8 
20 POKE 65497,0 
25 DIM M(29,19), N( 29.19J. Nl(3l 
, T(3J, SXC108), SY(l00) 
30 WIDTH48,CLS3,ATTR 3.2 
35 HCOLOR 3,8,HSCREEN 2 
40 HPRINT(l5.l)."HINEFIELD!":HPR 
tNT(8,3l, "By K@nn@th R@1ghard, J 
r ... 
45 HPRINT(16 .6)," l. Eosy",HPRINT 
(16.7),"2. Hedium", HPRI NT<I6 ,8 ), 
"3. Hard" 
50 01-INKEYI:SK-VAUOIJ:IF SK<l 
OR SK>3 THEN 50 
55 HPRINT( 10,20), "One Moment Ple 
as e ... " 
60 ON SK GOTO 65.70,75 
65 HX•9:MY-9:B-10:GOTD 80 
70 HX·19:MY-14:B-45:GDTO 80 
75 HX-29,HY-19:B-99 
80 L-B 
85 FI-"C8B068R4U5FL": BS• "c83068R 
4H2E2F2G2U4" 
90 R-(MX+l).,.(HY+l)-B 
95 H-RNO( -TIMER) 
100 FOR Z·l TO B 
105 H-RND(MX+1) · l:Y·RNO(MY+J l-1 
110 I F H(H.VJ-·1 THEN 105 ELSE M 
(H. V)--1 
115 NEXT l 
120 FOR Y-0 TO MY' FOR H-0 TO MX 
125 IF H(H,V)0-1 THEN 155 
130 FOR Y--1 TO 1: FOR X- - 1 TO 1 
135 IF X-0 AND Y-8 THEN 150 
140 If H+X<a OR H+X>MX OR V+Y <0 
OR V+Y>HY THEN 150 
145 IF H(H+X.Y+Y)0-1 THEN M(H+X 
• VHJ-H(H+X. VHJ+I 
150 NEXT X.Y 
155 NEXT H,V 
169 HCOLOR 2.8:HCLS 
165 HPRtNT(34,9) ,"Hines" 
179 HllNE( 15 .15) -( MX*8+23. HY*8+2 
3),PSET,8 
175 HPA!NT(l6.16J.4.2 
180 FOR X-0 TO MX 
185 HLINE(X*8+15.15)-(X*8H!i,23+ 
HY*8). PSET 
199 NEXT X 
195 FOR Y-0 TO MY 
200 HllNE(l5, Y*8+15)- (23+HX*8, Y* 
8+15),PSET 
205 NEXT Y 
2t8 H-0:V-0:T-0 
2t5 TtHER-8 
228 HCOLOR 7,HUNE(H*8+15.Y• 8+15 
) · ( H*8+23, V*8+23), PSET, B 
225 1 F R-0 THEN 440 
239 T-T+TtMER:TIMER-0 
235 HCOLOR 2:HLINE(288,8) - <304,1 
6), PRESET ,SF' HPR!NT< 35, I), L 
249 01-INKEYI: IF 01-"" THEN 240 
245 HCOLOR Z:HLINE(H*8+15.Y*8+15 
) • ( H*8+23, V*8+Z3), PSET, 8 
250 IF OI-CHR1(8) THEN H-H-l,IF 
11<0 TJIEN H-MX:GOTO 220 ELSE 220 
255 IF OI-CHRIC9) THEN H-H+1:IF 
H>HX THEN H-0,GOTO 220 ELSE 220 
760 tf OI-CHRI(I0) THEN Y·Y+l' IF 

V>MY THEN Y-0 'GOTO 220 ELSE 220 
265 IF OI-CHRI(94) THEN Y- Y- l,IF 

V<0 THEN V-MY :GOTO 220 ELSE 220 
270 IF OI·CHRI(l3) THEN IF N(H ,V 
)-0 AND L>0 THE~ GOSUB 9: ~URA;"~ 
H"+STR$( H~S+l!i )+", '"+STRS ( V"'8+15 ) 
+FI:N(H,Y>-1:L-L-1:GOTO 220 ELSE 

IF N(H,YJ-1 THEN GDSU8 7: N(H,Y ) 
-0 , L-L+1:GOTO 220 E.SE 220 
275 1 F OI<>CHQI ( 32 l THEN 220 
280 If N<H.VJ0 0 THEN 220 
285 C-H(H. Y) 

290 GOSU8 6 
295 1 F C--1 THEN 400 
300 R-R-1 
305 If C-0 THEN N(H,YJ-3:GOTO 32 
5 
310 HCOLOR 3:HPRINT(H+2,Y+2),CHR 
I (C+48) 
315 N(H,V)-2 
320 GOTO 220 
325 OH-H,QY-Y 
330 ST-l,SX(STJ-ti:SY<STJ-V 
335 IF ST-0 THEN H-OH:V-OV,GOTO 
220 
340 X-SX<STJ:Y-SY(ST) 
345 FOR H-X -1 TO X+!: FOR V-Y -1 T 
0 Y+l 
350 IF H<0 OR H>HX OR V<0 OR V>M 
Y THEN 390 
355 IF N(H, Y)<>0 THEN 390 
360 IF M(H.Yl>0 THEN N(H,VJ-2:R· 
R-t,GOSUB 6,HCOLOR 3'HPRJNT(H+2. 
Y+2J.CHRI(M(H .YJ+48J:GOTO 390 
365 IF H(H,Y)-- 1 THEN 390 
370 GOSUB 6 
375 N(H,V)-3 
380 R-R- 1 
385 ST-ST+l: SX( STJ-H, SY (ST)-Y :GO 
TO 340 
390 NEXT Y,H 
395 ST- ST 1 :GOTO 335 
400 GOSUB B'HDRAW"BM"+STRI(H*8+1 
5 )+" , "+STR$CV*8+15 )+B$: PLAY"OllZ 
55Y31 COFFGAFGFnCGFY15" 
405 FOR Y-0 TO MY: FOR H-0 TO MX 
410 IF H(H,Y)- -1 THEN GOSUB 8:HO 
RAW"BM"+STRS < H*8+ 1S )+", "+STRS< V* 
8+15 )+8$ 
415 IF N(H.YJ-1 AND M(H,Vl<>-1 T 
HEN GO SUB 9 :HDRAW"C 3BM"+STR$ ( H*8 
+15 H". "+STRS< v•8+15J+"F8BU8G8" 
420 NEXT H. V 
425 HCDLDR 2'HPRINT(l4 .23 )."Pres 
s Key ..• 
430 01-INKEYidf 01-"" THEN 430 
435 GOTO 480 
440 T-T+TlMER:T-I NT(T/60) 
445 HCOLOR2:HPRINI(I!>.22J."Iime
"+STRS(T): Hll NE(H*8+15, V*8+15 )- ( 
H*8+Z3, V*B+Z3), PSET, B 
450 FOR Y-0 TO MY' FOR H-0 TO MX 
455 IF M(H,Yl--1 AND N(H,Yl<>l T 
HEN GOSUB 9'HDRAW"BM"+STRI(H*8+1 
5 H". "+STRI ( Y*8+15 )+FI 
460 NEXT H.V 
465 PLAY"02L4CEFL2GL4DFGL203CP2 
:7~e~COL~R loHPRlNW4.23),"Pres 

475 01-INKEYI :IF OS-"" THEN 475 
489 POKE65496. 0 
485 OPEN "I" .#1,"8ESTMINE.OAT" 
490 INPUT #l,NI(l),T(l),NI(2),T( 
2),NI(3).T<3l 
495 CLOSE 11 
590 HSCREEN 0 
505 CLS 
510 NS-9, IF R-0 THEN IF T<T(SK) 
THEN PRINT"You've beat the best 
t1me!":LINEINPUT''Enter your name 
'"; NS 'T< SKJ-T' NICSKJ-NI: NS-1 

515 PRINT:PRINT"Best T1111es":PRIN 
TSTRINGSC40.42l; 
520 PRINTUSING"Easy If## ";T 
(l);oPRINTNI(t) 
525 PRINTUSING"Med1um #1#1 ";T 
<2l::PRINTNIC21 
530 PRJNTUSING"Hard #116 ";T 
(3); :PRINTNI(3) 
535 IF NS-0 THEN 555 
540 OPEN "0" .#1,"8ESTMINE.DAT" 
545 WRITE#l,NI(l),T(lJ, NI(2), T(2 
) ,NI(3). T(3) 
550 CLOSE#! 
555 PRI NTSTRI NGI( 40.42):: PRINT, P 
RINT"Play Aga 1n (Y/N)?" 
560 01-INKFYI: l F 01-"Y" THEN RUN 
20 ELSE I F 01-"N" THEN END ELSE 
560 

565 END 
570 OPEN "O".U1."8ESTMINE.OAT" 
575 WRITE#l ,"" ,9999,"" ,9999,"",9 
999 
580 CLOSE#! 
585 END 



DELPHI - The ~1 per hour online solution! 
DELPHI's 20/20 Advantage Plan sets the standard for online value: 
20 hours for only $20, for all the services you want! 

• Thousands of files to download. 
• Chat lines with hundreds of participants. 
• Worldwide e-mail. 
• Hobby and computer support groups. 
• Multi-player games. 
• Local access numbers 

in over 2QQ. cities and towns. 

'IHal Offer: 5 hours for ~5! 
Try DELPHI at $1 per hour. Join today and get 5 hours of evening and weekend 
access for only $5. Ifyou're not satisfied, simply cancel your account before the 
end of the calendar month with no further obligation. Keep your account active 
and you'll automatically be enrolled in the 20/20 plan for the next month. 

1. Via modem, diall-800-365-4636. 
2. When connected, press RETURN once or twice. 
3. At Password, enter RB55 

Questions? Call1-800-695-4005. 

Rates apply for evening and weekend access from within the mainland US. There is a one-time enrollment fee of $19 
when you join the 20/20 Advantage Plan. Further details are provided during the online registration. 

DELPHI is a seNice of 
General Videotex Corporation 

1030 Massachusetts Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02138-5302 

800-695-4005.617-491-3393 
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TIM KIENTZLE 

A Hexadecimal Trick 

Some years ago I cam~ aero» a trick fur 
converting hexadecimal numbers into 
ASCII by taking advantage of binary-coded 
decimal numbers. I'll show you this simple 
trick and explain how it works. Let's start 
by looking at the problem. 

A short segment from the standard ASCIT 
chart appears in Figure I. To convert a 
value from $0 through $9 to its ASCIT 
value, we can simply add $30 to get the 
correct ASCII code ($30 through $39). So, 
our first attempt at an assembly-language 
Hex-to-ASCII conversion is the single 6809 
instruction; 

oddo #$30 

However, this doesn 't work for numeric 
values higher than S9. We can almost get 
around this by thinking in terms of binary
coded decimnl (BCD) numbers. In BCD, 
each digit from the dec imal number is rep
resented by four bits (a nibble). For ex
ample, 7810 (the subscript I 0 indicates a 
base of I 0- a decimal number) is repre
sented in BCD as 0 Ill 1000 since the 
binary nibble 01 I 1 is the same as decimal 7 
and I 000 is decimal 8. (Notice that in straight 
binary conversion, 7810 becomes 
010011102 . ) Since two nibbles (represent
ing two decimal digits) conveniently fit 
into ()fl~ byt~::, BCD JlUTll~n, are un~n ~lurec.J 
in this form. A chart of the decimal digits 

Feature Program 

ASCII 

0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

@ 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 

Hexadecimal 

$30 
$31 
$32 
$33 
$34 
$35 
$36 
S37 
$38 
$39 
$40 
$41 
$42 
$43 
$44 
$45 
$46 

Flgurs 1: ASCII Values 

Decimal BCD 

1 0001 
2 0010 
3 0011 
4 0100 
5 0101 
6 OliO 
7 0111 
8 1000 
9 1001 
n/a 1010 
n/a 1011 
n/a 1100 
nla 1101 
n/a 1110 
n/a 1111 

F/gurs 2: Dscimaf/BCD Equivalents 

and their BCD equivalents is shown in 
Figure 2. 

Looking again at Figure I. we see that 
adding $30 to I 0 (th~ d~cirnal valu~ uf H~x 
A) using BCD addition gives us $40, which 

ueues 
Keep You In L 1 n e 
Keep You In L 1 n e 
Keep You In L in e 

. p t 

a simple use for queues in BASIC 
The program first draws an X in the 

screen. Tt then divides the screen into four 
of which it draws another X. These 
the screen and more X's are drawn, 

nues. 

The way X queue does this is by usmg a 
qllfwr. A (1ue ue is merely a list to \\.·hich 
items are added at one end and taken off 

from the other. This is simtlar to a line at the 
hank in" hich r~ople start at the end of the 
line, and the teller wa1ts on the person in the 

THE RAINBOW 

hex2asc tfr a,b Make a copy of A ln 8 
and a IJ$OF Mask off lower hex digit 
add a 1/$90 Convert digit to ASCII 
daa 
adca ll$40 
daa 
exg a,b Move ASCI I to B, restore A 
1 sra 
lsra 
lsra 
lsra Select upper hex digit 
add a l/$90 
daa 
adca ll$40 
daa 
rts Return two bytes of ASCII 

Figure 3: Hex-to-ASCfl Routine 

is almosc the ASCII code for the character 
A. So our second attempt at conversion is 
two instructions: 

adda l/$30 
daa 

This gene rates a carry for values higher 
than nine. Combining this with the idea 
above, and compensating for the addition 
of $90, we end up with the following code 
segment: 

adda /1$90 

The daa instruction (which stands for daa 
decimal adjust accumulator) is used to adca iiS40 

convert a normal addition in Register A into d a a 
a BCD result. It can be used only after an This short segment correctly converts 
addition or subtraction instruction since it any single hexadecimal digit into its ASCII 
relies on the value of the half-carry flag. value. Using this, we can write a short 
(This flag is set only by addition and sub- routine to convert a value in Register A into 
traction instructions, so the d a a instruction two ASCll digits in registers A and B. One 
can't be used to simply convert a number to version of the resulting routine is shown in 
BCD.) Figure 3. 

This second attempt results in a conver- Not all programmers use the same pat-
' iun that is different only by a value of one tern for naming variables and data struc
for Hex values above I 0. If we could find tures. Even one programmer uses different 
some way to se t the carry for values above approaches at different times. Next time 
nine, we could use an "addition with carry" we' llluokathuw your choices affect binary 
to get the right answer. A compare instruc- housekeeping. 
tion such as CMPA 1110 will set the carry for .----=---=------------., 
values below I 0, which is exactly the oppo
si te of what we want. So we'll use another 
trick with RC:D arithmetic; 

odd• l/$90 
daa 

front. X queue uses two arrays, A and 8, to 
hold the screen coordinates for the center of 
each X added to the queue. 

Variable M in Line 20 controls how far 
from the middle X each of the smaller X's 
are drawn. Variable R in the same line 
reflects the rate at which the size of the X's 
decreases. These two variables are the best 
to change in order to produce different
looking results. Variable L used in lines 70 
and 80 represents the leng th of the current 
X. TI1roughoutXqueue, I is used to indicate 
the location in the arrays that contains the 
coordinates for the next X to be drawn. 
Similarly, N indicates the location in the 
arrays where the next coordinates can be 
put in the queue. 

Unles' you use your imagination, X queue 
is a "do-nothing" program -though it does 
draw a fairly interesting design. With a 
little thoug ht, however, you can pur queues 
to work in your progmmming efforts. 

Joseph Pendell has a degree 111 electri
('(J/ Pnginerrin# from Jlw Uni\'(>rsity of 
Maryland. In addition to programming tire 
Color Computer, Joseph enjoys tHing the 
Marintnsh. Hi.'\ lwhhir_'\ inrludf· riding 
skateboards and playing Super Nintendo. 

Tim Kientzle is currently pursuing a 
docwrace in machenwtics ar che Universiry 
ofCalifomia at Berkeley. He is the author 
of V-Term and has worked with the Color 
Computer since /982. 

116K Extended 

The Listing: X DRAW 

I 'XURAW 
2 'BY JOSEPH PENDELL 
3 'COPYRIGHT (C ) 1992 
4 'BY FALSOFT. INC. 
5 'RAINBOW MAGAZINE 
20 M- . 8: R-3. 3 
30 DIM A(90) ,6(90) 
40 A(0)-128:8(0)-96:l-80 
50 I-0: N-1: Sl-1 : S2-1 
60 PMOOE 4,l:PCLS:SCREENI.l 
70 LINE(A(!J - L.B( I ) · L) · (A(!J+l ,8 
(I )+LJ, PSET 
80 LINE(A(IJ · L.B(! )+L) · (A(!)+L.B 
( 1)-U,PSET 
90 LS-M*L 
100 ' STORE 4 NEW LOCATIONS 
110 A(N)-A(]):8(N)-8(1)·LS 
120 A(N+l)-A([)+LS:B(N+l)-B(l) 
130 A(N+2)-A([):B(N+2)-B(!)+LS 
140 A( N+3 )-A([)· LS: B( N+3 J-B( I) 
150 N-N+4 
160 S2-S2+l:IF S2>Sl THEN SI-S!* 
4: L-LIR: 52-I 
170 1-l+l:IF N<BS THEN 70 
180 'DRAW THE LAST ROUND OF X' S 
190 FORJ- I TO ( N -1) 
200 LINE(A(~) l,8(J) L)·(A(J)+L. 
B~JHU . PSET 
7t0 t!Nf[A(J)· L,8 (c1)+L) · (A(J)+L. 
B~JJ-LJ.PSET 

I 

220 NEXT J 
230 GOT0230 ~ 
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On the Razor's Edge of the Color Computer Frontier __.... " 
····· OWL-WARE 
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Ja our 10th YMI' I 
A DI!:CADI!: OJ' SI!:RVI~ TO THI!: COMPU'J'I!:K USI!:Jll 

48&SX•ZO SYSTEMS • $I19S.OO! 
Now You can enter the world of •sa compuUDc at a reuonable coet1 

• 105MB HD UpJrade 
Add $160.00 

• Super VGA Upgrade 
Add$95.00 

the OWL SUPER ATOM • 48& 
JliCh Powered ComputiDII from a local, .... u establlallecl compaAJ. 

• S3MHz/50MHz 1486 baoed S)'otemo wltb Socket for Weltek CoP""'*'""r 
• Sy•tem IUld VIdeo BIOS In Cache 
• Lure Tower Caoe : (33MHz, FCC Clazo B) • (50Mfu, FCC Clazo A) 

• 230 Watt Power Supply A 8 Option Slot. 
• Syetem Price include.: •oMB liD, .CMB RAM, Std.. Reeolutioo Color VGA 

Monitor, Hish Reoolutioo VGA Card, 2 lliJb DeDOit)' Fll'o, MS DOS 6.0 

$1795 I $2095 I $2695 I $3595 
486SX-20 /SA 486DX-33 /SA 486DX-50 /SA 486DX-50 F./SA 

3• YEAR W TY lndudu\SOn~l'"ll k>runlluol•undlul--'f 

OD all systems! ~taoolilcllor.:& H~r ll'ananly on All liard Dri•~ 

OWL SUPER ATOM- 38& OWL SUPER ATOM· SX 

!til 
• 26/40MHz386DX Ba.oc:d & • Small Footprint Case 
• FCC Cl ... 8 Approved , < 

• 200 Watt Power Supply •· . _ _ 

• 7 E•pan.ion Slota 

• 4MB of RAM • .._...,...._....~1 
• 40MB liard Drive [ LIIWI 
• Std. Reoolutloo VGA 

Color Monitor 

$1565/$1645 • 2HIJhDeoait)'Fil'o $1295/$1349 
2510b -&()111Hz • 101 Keyboard 

• MSDOS6.0 
UIIIIHz 25MH& 

• 18126MHz 386Sll: Ba.oed 
• Small Footprint Cue 
• FCC Claa• B Approved 
• 200 Watt Power Supply 
• 7 Ezpaoaion Slot. 
• 2MBotRAM 
• 40MB Hard Drive 
• Std. Reoolutlon VGA 

Color Mo.o.itor 
• 2 lliJh Denali)' FD'a 
• lOllCeyboard 
• MSDOS6.0 

386-SX Notebook Computers 386-DX Notebook Computers 
20Mliz, 60MB HD, 1.4MB FD, 2MB RAM(exp. to 

5MB), VGA MIJX4110 LCD w/32 oludea of gray. Ports: 2 
Ser, 1 Par, 1 VGA, DOS I< Windowo, 7.7LBSI 

JJMHz, 120MB HD, 1.44MB FD, 32KB CACHE, 4MB 
RAM(exp. to 16MB), Std. VGA LCD w/32 gray, ExL 

Keyp•d inc., DOS I< Windowo, 7.7LBSI 

WJj_ UH5. 

OWL COMPUTER SERVICES 
5950 Keystone Drive 

Bath, PA (215)·837-1917 

Kids & Us • BadiaShacJcS St Onu System Computers & Games 
PoUstow11 Ave., RT. 663 

Ptnmburg (215)-679-3389 
Wescosville 

CaUfor Appt. (215)-481-9775 
Muhlenberg Shoppinr PlilUJ 

Retldinr (215)-929.0540 

Floppy Drive Systems 
The Highest Quality for Years of Service 

Drive 0 Systems (Halt Height, Double Sided, 

SOLDOUT! ~ 
WE NEED CONTROLLERS! ~ 

IF YOU HAVE 502 CONTROLLERS, CALL USI 

Drive 1 Systems (Halt Height, Double Sided, 

Direct Drives) $115. 
New 3.5", 720K Drives for OS-9 with case 

& Power Supply $129. SALE! 
Drive 1 Systems have drive, case, power supply. (You may require op

tional cable and/or DOS chtp to use) 

Special for 0/1 Combos (0, 1 ,2,3) $199. 
(WITHOUT CONTROLLER) 

, HALF.• HEIGHT DRIVE i -; 
UPGRADES FOR RS HORIZON· 
' r(;;r?;'if;t;TAL C~~~$ , . ::; 

Why on!y'doublc the l·apacit)fof your 
system ~h~()Yo\1 can1ti(ll<: in.thc:,samc 
cafoli? Kit includes: double-sided l<i fll 
your cak, dli p \u ruili.?Ot h ~ide$ of riCiv 
drive; hardwar~. and detailed instnle• 
ti(>ll§. ~~~,~1! Thk~s ?PlY 5 minutes! · · 

Mod;L Only $119. 
.SOo, so1;~so2 '.: 

:::~l- -~::;:-~:;};fft~:':\: :~::::-,:::. ~:: :;.:-
. ·"'':-::-

~:;:\:1.:Ht.i. : ,.. .,. 

All drives arc new and fully assembled. 
We ship only fULLY TESTED and 
CERTIFIED at these low prices. We 
usc Fuji, YE Data, and other fine 
brands. No drives arc used or surplus 
unless otherwise Slated to you when 
you order. We appear to be the one of 
the few advertisers in Rainbow who 
can truly make this claim. We have 7 
years experience in the CoCo disk 
drive market! We arc able to provide 
support when you have a prohlem. 

I Drives I Year Warranty I 

"f.;A~g~~-~~od~;~:~: .. ~~\ 
•·• .;~rf~,,~N(IJ!lbers ( onJY> . :~f. 

::;~ .. :i:l;~~;t:~ *10f~ ' 
. . c>F~:~1~21H37•1942' ' 

2~··:,!"~~!~x~i~r~~l•. 
OWL WARE Sonware Bundle 

I

Disk Tutorial/Utilities/Games 
DISK TUTOR Ver 1.1 

Learn how to usc your disk drive from 
this multi-lesson, machine language 
iprogram. This tutor takes you through 

~
our lessons and corre~1s your mistakes 
or a quick, painless disk drive introduc
i<>n. (This profcs.•ionally wriucn tulor 

is easily worth the bundle's lotalpricc.) 

3 UTILITIES 
A copy verify, copy, and DOS utility. 

2GAMES 
IWc will select 2 games from our slock. 

hese arc sold for more than $20 each. 

Do not mistake this software with cheap 
'"Public D<>main" software which o<hers~ 
offer. All of this software is eopyrighlcd 
and professional in quality. The tutor is 
unique with us and has helped 
lhousands of new users learn their disk 
drive. 

only $27.95 
(or even better) 
only $6.95 with 

any Disk Drive Purchasell 

fL~ 1 ~~·-lie~J"rjd · 
Agliin ;~t p,J>Opulitfp• 
scnibJc4, and ~s:,st,r.d pgr1> 

~~~~tJ~ 
Llcbthit'Prin~r IJahtlnj, arid Biidt· 
up !Jeh~llliTAJi Wiib'aJI ,~pgra¥~ 
n•artual'eii':lusivewith OWL! ·t·x f· 

-~::~-- -' . ,,,:;: ·:'::·<:>= -.;,>.:· •" !~ :<'\;:': ._:,:~'::~:: . >.: 

Our prices include a discount for cash but 
do nol include shipping. 
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MARTY GOODMAN 

Where to Find 6309 Info 
A Where can I find more informmion about 
w.t !hi' 1/irarhJ fd(J9? \Vhm ahnu1 r;uppnrt 
for ll.'iing it under Disk BASIC? 

Dennis MeW lilian (COCOKfWI) 
P1ttshurxh. Callfornw 

A Chet S1mpson (HYPERTECH) of Hen
derson, Nevada. posted on Delphi some 

new material on the technical aspects of the 
63UY and on how to use Its features with Utsk 
BASIC. in both the CoCoandOS-9SIGscan he 
found versions of his 35-pagc document that 
details the Ilitachi 6309opcodes. Chet's worl.. is 
cxtcnsi ve and very professional. 1t is a combina
tion of information obtained from the original 
document from Japan that we've had for the last 
couple of months plus information he obtained 
by experimenting with the 6309 over the last 
month. Chet also provides programs to patch 
the NMI routine of Disk BASIC in order to 
allow the 6309to operate in native mode. Chet 's 
package is a total of about 130K characters. 

Tite entire package is available in the CoCo 
S!G in TC archive format (about90K). The text 
file (minus the BASIC patch programs) is avail
able in the CoCo SIG in an uncompressed ASCII 
file (about 130K), and in a . ZIP file (about 
25K) for the convenience of users of other 
computers. The entire package is also available 
in the OS-9 SIG in an AR archive file (about 
45K). Chet says he is preparing other material 
relevant to the 6309, inc! uding patches for vari
ous BASIC programs. Specifically he is work
ing on palches to some graphic display pro
grams that will take advantage of the vastly 
faster block-move capabilities of the 6309. 

Again a reminder for those interested in the 
6309: Burke & Burke has a set of patches for 
OS-9 bundled with a 63B09E chip with instal
lation instructions called Power Boost. Burke & 
Burke also has available a book on the 6309. 
Cer-Comp, at last report, is putting the finishing 
touches on a Disk BASIC assembler for the 
6309. 

6309 Information 
A Many of you have asked what is involved 
w.t in using the 6309 with Disk BASIC, and 
whether or not it would involve too many patches 
to spedfic software. Art Flexser (ARTFL£XSER) 
has prmMed the following information: 

A With patches for the NMI routine of Disk 
BASIC (to take account for the extra 

register pushed on the slack when an NM! is en
countered) Disk l/0 will work. You have to 
patch some constants in the sound routine to get 
proper tones and also patch the baud constants 
in the "bit hanger" RS-232 generator of BASIC 
to get yourprinterport to work at a proper speed. 
After this. all ordinary programs written in 
BASIC (apart from some with hidden machine
language code that has critical liming loops) 
should run fine and henefit from the 5 to I 0 
percent overall speed increase available due to 
the more efficient cycle times of the 6309 in 
native mode. A>Sembly-language programs such 
as terminal programs and word processors re
quire patches 10 their baud constants for proper 
oper.uion of a printer and modem if the modem 
is being used through the 4-pin "bit bangcr" port 
on the CoCo. These programs also need to have 
the Disk VO routmes patched to reflect the extra 
register pushed on the stack when an NMI is 
called. Typically LEAS 10, X has to be changed 
to LEAS 12, S, either in Disk BASIC's NM! 
routine, or in the NMI routine that the specific 
program might set up on Its own. 

By far the biggest benefit of the 6309 is in 

cases of programs specifically rcwriucn to take 
hesl advantage of it: i.e, graphic display pro
gmms that do a great deal of block moves of 
data. Certain highly sp<cialized programs that 
domathernatiGII l:omputation:-; might also OCm::-
111 from the 32-bll divide in the 6309, though 
they'd have to be extensively rewntten to take 
advantage of that capability 

Printer ButTer Needs Help 
A I just got a Quadram M/("roja:er /6K 
w.t serial-to-parallel buffer.lt has inside one 
4-164 chipandsen•nemptysnckets. It refwe.fto 
wnrk when used '-1'ith my modem nthle 10 hook 
it tom.\ CoCo's serial port. Ho" can I make it 
work'! Can it be upgraded to hare more mem-
01)'? 

I recemly bought an old ColorComputer 2 at 
a s"·ap meer and found inside it a little board 
plugged inro the VDG socket that lwd on it a 
VDG and a 24-pin EPROM chip, alonR wirh 
se~•eral smaller <"hips. Is this an 80-column 
board' 

Wayne Thompson (WfHOMPSON) 
Sachse, T e:ws 

.A. Modem cables and printer cables for use 
Jllllt.. with the 4-pin bit banger port are wired 
differently, and they cannot he exchanged. Try 
a cable from the 4-pin DIN socket of your CoCo 
to the DB-25 serial connector of the buffer that 
is wired as shown in Figure L 

You can upgrade that buffer to a full 64K 
capacity merely by plugging in seven more 
4!64 chips of virtually any speed (that buffer 
can even use 200ns speed chips). 

The board you descrihe is not an 80-column 
board. Rather, it is a lowercase board that allows 
the VDG of a CoCo l or 2 to access extra 
character data in the EPROM chip on it to put up 
true lowercase characters on the screen. Such 
boards usually had extemal switches that would 
lurn on or off the true lowercase function and 
also allow inverting the video for light on black 
display. The boards usually were specific for a 
given model of CoCo due to mechanical consid
erations. 

Double-Sided Access 
A How can I gain access to both sides of a 
w.t double-sided drive with Disk BASIC? I 
am using a Color Computer 3. 

Robert Schmidt ( ROBERT84) 
Grand Forks, North Dakota 

A There are two approaches. One is quick 
and dirty and somewhat limited in its ca

pabilities, but without cost The other is elegant, 
convenient and compatible with a wide variety 
of applications, but costs nearly $50. If you are 
running Disk RASIC 2.0on your CoCo 3,althe 
BASIC prompt type the following: 

POKE &HD7AC,&H41 
POKE &HD7AD,&H42 

If you have Disk BASIC 2.1, type: 

POKE &HD89F,&H41 
POKE &HD8AO,&H42 

AI this point Drive 2 will be the back side of 
physical Drive 0, and Drive 3 will he the back 
side of physical Drive I (the preferred configu
ration for Disk BASIC). You willbeabletoload 
and sa'e BASIC programs from the back sides 
of disks in those drives (provided you do in fact 
have double-sided drives). The limitations of 
this quick llx are that you still will be using only 
35 of the 40 tracks available; the fix will not 
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work with many applications v.riucn in assem
bly language; and occasionally during a disk 
backup or copy from one side of the same disk 
to another, you might crash the destination disk. 

Tht:: t:lt::gtmt and pruft:s~iunal apprual:h is to 
buy a copy of ADOS 3 or ADOS 3 Extended 
from SpcctroSystcms (inquire w1th 
ARTFLEXSER on Delphi). This will fi, your 
system for 40-track and double-sided operation 
in a way that is compatible with most (though 
not all) app!Jcallons With Disk llASIC, clnru
nate the problem of occasional crashed copies. 
and add a host of extremely convenient feature~ 
to Disk BASIC. ADOS 3 E . .,euded adds RAM 
disk capability to Disk BASIC if you have 
512K. When you include the cost of having an 
EPROM burned with ADOS 3 Extended, the 
total cost comes to about $50- but just about 
everyone who has it says it's well worth it. 

Which BASIC is Which? 
A How can I upgrade an FD-500 disk con
wt. troller from Disk BASIC 2.0 to Disk 
BASIC 2.1? 

Mike Nelson (MICHAEUN) 
Lancaster. Pennsylvania 

.A. The version ofBASICyou get depends on 
Jllllt.. the ROM installed in the disk controller 
and whether you are using a CoCo l or 2 or a 
CoCo 3. CoCo I 'sand 2's come up with Disk 
Extended Color BASIC Version 1.0 or l.l, de
pending on what ROM is in the disk controller. 
CoCo 3's, with the same ROMs in the disk 
controller, come up with versions 2.0 or 2.1. To 
change from version x.O to version x. l , you 
must buy a licensed ROM chip with the new 
version in it. CoCoPRO! may sell these ROM 
chips, which come in 24- and 28-pin varielies.lf 
you have a Tandy controller other than the FD-
502, you need the24-pin variety of Disk BASIC 
I.!. Most third-party controllers take 28-pin 
ROM chips, lhough some also accept 24-pin 
ROM chips and a few very early models of 
third-party controllers actually require a 24-pin 
ROM chip. Your FD-500 controller uses a 24-
pin ROM chip. 

Note: When looking for the ROM chip on a 
controller, do not confuse it with the noppy disk 
controller chip. Newer controllers use a 28-pin 
WD 1773 disk controller chip. This is not the 
ROM chip! There is not a lot of difference 
hetween Disk BASIC 1.0 and l.l. A few minor 
bugs have been fixed, and one single feature 
(the DOS command used to boot OS-9) has heen 
added. ADOS and ADOS 3, hy the way, arc 
fundamentally patched versions of Disk BASIC 
1.0, with bugs cleaned up and a custom DOS 
command added. 

68B09E Sources 
A Where can/ buy a 68809E microproces
wt. sur chip? 

Rick McNabb (RICKMAC) 
Citrus Heighrs. California 

A BG Micro (214-27 !-5546) used to carry 
the 68B09E for about $4 per chip. If you 

are replacing your oXB()<)E, you might want to 
consider gelling a 63B09E to benefit from its 
lower-power operation and to be able to play 
with the new commands it offers. 

JDR Microdevices listed the 68B09E in the 
last catalog. it was pricedat$6.95. !DR does sell 
items in quantity one via mail order, though you 
may be charged a moderate handling fee. 

Orchestra-90CC Files 
A I have a PC compatible with a 1.2MB 
w.t drive./ wamedit toformatdisksthar your 

MS2COCO file-transfer program muld read. I 
found that if I formatted disks in thac dri,·e with 
thf' symax: 

FORMAT A: /4 /1 

{sper.:z/Hilg low density with the I 4 switch and 
singlt.>fl sided with the 11 switch)./ could pro
dua a disk tllar. after I rran.ifCrred files to ir 
from m_y hard dril'e, I could read "'ith your 
proKram I JU-"f thought .rou· d hke to know. 

Now for my question. I downloadetl anum
ber ofOrcheslm 90filesfrom che CoCo SIC 
wing my PC compatible ,then tramlerred them 
to my CoCo using Marty Goodman's file-con
rersion tltl!ities. I then used Mike Ward's 
OCNV RT to conrert the ASCII files imo binary 
Orchestra 90 files. However, they still won't 
play with Chchestra 90.1 ger the dreaded ERR 7 
halt rhat says chefile is not found on my disk. Any 
ideas? 

Randy Schmidt (IRMUSF.R) 
Canton, Ohio 

A Orchestra 90 requires the music files it 
uses not have an extension. So if you have 

on your disk a music file named SONG. EXT, 
rename that file to SONG and it should work 
fine. 

Upgrade the 1\lPI? 
A I'm about to buy a used Multi~Pak lnter
wt.Jace from a fellow who says it is not up
graded bur that it works well with a CoCo 3. 
Wlwt is rhe upgrade for, and do I really need it? 

Tony Walls (TONYWALLS) 
Janesville , Wisconsin 

A This is a frequently asked question. In 
several RAINBOW articles 1 have given 

the details of what is involved in upgrading both 
models of Multi-Pak Interface. The older, big
ger interface (Radio Shack Cat. No. 26-3024) 
that comes in both gray and white case varieties 
is easily upgraded by replacing a single sock
etted PAL chip. This chip is available from 
CoCoPRO! The newer, smaller Multi-Pak In
terface (Cat. No. 26-3124) is more complicated 
to upgrade, requiring a trace cut and the addition 
of a patch board with several wires to he sol
dered. CoCo PRO! sells kits for this upgrade 
(the schematics are available on the Delphi 
CoCo S!G). My advice is that if you are using a 
Multi-Pak Interface with a CoCo 3, you should 
upgrade it regardless of whether or not it ap
pears to work OK. If you fail to upgrade. your 
system will experience bus connicts with the 
GIME chip. which some say can h<lffii the 
GIMEchip. 

Martin H. Goodman, M.D. , a physician 
trained in unesthesiulogy, is a lungtime elec
tronics tinkerer and outspoken commentator
sort of the Howard Coull of the CoCo world. 
On Delphi, Marty is the SIGop of THE RAIN
BOW's CoCo SIG. His non-compwer passions 
include running. nwuntaineerinK and outdoor 
photography. Marty lil'es in San Pablo. Califor
ma. 
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Most CoCo users are continually look
ing for ways to improve their systems. And 
the hardware design of the Color Computer 
makes it easy to add improvements. Proj
ects may range from simple power indica
tors to home control systems. If you have 
built a circuit or devised a modification for 
the Color Computer, why not share it with 
others? 

We are now making tentative plans for 
the March 1993 issue of 1HE RAINBOW and 
are accepting submissions appropriate for 
that issue's theme, Hardware. We are also 
interested in articles discussing current 
hardware trends as applicable to the CoCo. 
All submissions must be received by us no 
later than November 27, I 992, and must 
follow our standard submission guidelines 
(see Page 3 for details and address). Be sure 
to include schematics, parts lists, and all 
figures and tables. 

We'd also like to see any other programs 
you have written (submitted material must 
be the original work of the submitting party, 
or submitted with written permission). All 
submissions are evaluated and considered 
for publication in future issues. 

The following products have recently 
been received by 7 HE RAINBOW, examined 
by our staff and issued the Rainbow Seal of 
Certification, your assurance that we have 
seen the product and have ascertained that 
it is what it purports to be. 

Yes! They're still available! 

RAINBOW 
Back Issues 

RACK ISSUES STILL AVAILABLE 
Have you explored thl! w~alth of information 
in (l\.tl pa't h."ut:~? From uur very fu,l , fuur
page is>11e to m11ny with more than300 pages 
of material, it's all just for C'oCo user~ - a 
great "ay to expand your library! 

A WORLD OF INFO 
AT A BARGAIN PRICE 
All bacl iasues ~ell for the single issue cover 
price. In addition, there is a $350 charge for 
tbe first issue, plus 50 cents for each addi· 
tiona! i..ue forpootage and handling if :.ent by 

llnited Parcel Service_ There is a $5 t·h:uge 
fonhc11rsti%U!!,plusa$1 chargefore:Jchad
~itjvual i'suc on tmlers !:it!Ul by U.S. Mail. 
UPS will not deliver to a post offic~ box or to 
anoi.her country. 

MOST ISSUES STII~L A VAlLABLE 
Available is~ues thn:lU£.h June ·l982 arc pro~ 
vided on wh1te paper in a reprint ronn. Ail 
others are m regular maga,ine fornt. VISA, 
Ma.tcrCard and American F•press accep1ed. 
Kentucky residents please add6 per.:ont sales 
laX; Canadian re,idenh. 7 percent GST. In 

order to hold down costs, we d() not bill. and 
no C.O.D. orders are accepted. 

Due to hcav} demand. we suggest you order 
the had. issues you want now while supplie.s 
la,l. 
To order. r~view anJ till out the fom1 below 
and mail 1! with your payment. 

For greater convenience. order throu~h the 
Rainbow Maga:t.ine s~rvice~ area of our Del
phi CoCo SIG. 
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ENCLOSED 
APR 86 Home Help $3.95 0 JUN 90 Sl,l'nmer Fun $3 95 0 
MA. Y 86 Printer $3.95 ~ JUL 90 AMrversary $3 95 ::l 

Article Reprints 
In instances wnere a given issue is now out of print and not available for 

purchase, w e do provide photocopies of specific articles. T t'le cost for this 
service is $1.50 plus 50 cents S/H per a rtie e . This se rvice is provided only in 
the case of out-of -stock issues 
Name ______________________________________ _ 

Address-----------------------------
City State 
IJ Payment Enclosed, orCharge to my: 

Zip 
D VISA D MC 

Card# 
Expiration Date ________ _ Phone ( 
Signature 
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TO ORDER BY PHONE (credit card orders only) call (800) 847-
0309, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST. All other Inquiries call (502) 228-4492. 
send to: THE RAINBOW, The Fatsoft Building, P.O. Box 385, 
Prospect, KY 40059 

Please send me the following back issues: 
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DEC86 Holiday $3950 
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$395 0 
$3.95 a 
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APA87 Home Heto $3.95 u 
MAY 87 Pfinter $3.95 a 
JUN 87 M usic $3.95 0 
JUL87 Anniversary S3.95 0 

VOLUME7 
AUG87 Ganef: $3.95 u 
SEP87 Educat100 $395 u 
OCT87 Graohics $3.95 u 
NOV87 DataComm $3 .95 .,j 

DEC87 Holiday 
JAN 88 Beginners 
FEB88 Uttlitles 

$3.95 .J 
$3 .95 '.] 
$3.95 .J 
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VOLUME8 
JUN 83 P•1nter,. $2.95 .J AUG 88 Game-s $3.95 .J 
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AUG S3 Games $2 95 .J AUG 84 Games $3.95 .J OCT 88 GraPhiCs $3 .95 .J 
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OCT 63 GraphiCS $3 95 .J OCT 64 Craphcs $3.95 :J DEC 88 Holiday $3.95 .J 
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CF83-12: RS-DOS File Handling. allows 
the creation of programs in Forth that can be 
executed using LOADM and EXEC without 
requiring the user to first load CF83 Forth. 
No license required for distribution of the 
resulting programs. Requires CF83 Forth. 
RDS Software. P.O. Rox 4fi5, Glenview,IL 
60025-0485, (708) 998-1656; $13 with 
printed manual, $10 with manual on disk; 
Canadian orders add $3. all other foreign 
orders add $10; all funds U.S. 

CF83 Public domain Disk No. 1, a group 
of programs for the CF83 Forth system. 
Included are programs for converting CF83 
Forth blocks to Disk BASIC (and vice-versa), 
text characters for PHODE graphics, a BASIC 

utility for dumping disk directories to ASCII 
files, benchmark comparison software for 
BASIC, assembly language and CF83 Forth, 
text-screen control, and a CF83 Forth demo. 
Requires CFf/3 Forth. BDS Software , P.O. 
Box 485, Glenview, !L 60025-0485. (708) 
998-1656; $3. 

CoCo Cassette #119, a variety of programs 
for the CoCo I, 2 and 3. This issue includes 
Titles , for adding title screens to BASIC 

programs: Picture Maker. for drawing 
PMODE4 pictures; Square , a logic game; Disk 
Checker, checks for bad sectors; Hints. 
have a conversation with your computer 
( requires S/SC); Lorro Pr~dicrions; Pocket
ball. an arcade-style game ; RA WTest. a 
memory checker; CoCo Directory M an
ager, disk ut ilities; and Mutallf Auack, a 
machine-language arcade space game. T & 
D Subscription Software, 2490 M il<> Stan
di>h Dril't!, I/o/land, Ml 49424 . (6 16) 3 99· 
9468; $8. 

CoCo Friends Disk Magazine, a maga
zine on disk for Disk BASIC users. Pub
lished monthly, the disk includes feature 
articles, puzzles, programs, reviews and 
more. CDFM requires a CoCo 3, an RGB 
mnnitor and a disk drive. Rir k's Computer 
Em erprise, P.O. B ox 276. Liberty, KY 
42539, (606) 787-5783; $6 per issue, $ 16 
for three i.u uPs and $3() for <it i.<.<ut'.<. 

The Rainbow Seal ofCertificmion is 
open to all manufacturers of products 
applicable to the Tandy Color Computer, 
regardless of whether or not those com
paniPs advertise in TIIF RAINBOW. Ry 
awarding the Seal, we certify the product 
exists-- we have a sample copy and have 
examined it. However , this does not con
stitute any guarantee of satisfaction. As 
soon as possible, these products will be 
fi)l·warded to reviPwers for evaluation. 

To enable the BREAK, perhaps at\i:r 
critical processing is complete, emer 

POKE &HE414,3:POKE &HE42A,3 
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Feature Article 

Effective communication is the cornerstone of any Community, and the Color Computer market 
is certainly no exception. In support of this and to get the word out about groups and clubs, we asked 
Tony Podraza, president of the Glenside Color Computer Club, if he would agree to an interview 
to be published in TiiE RAINBOW. Tony did not hesitate in saying "Yes!" 

The interview took place via fax machine~ (anutht:r mar\lel of rapid communication) ov~o::r a 
period of two weeks. In some cases the answers Tony provides are the result of discussions with 
other Glenside members. We believe you'll be as interested in these representative views as we are. 

THE RAINBOW: We understand the Glenside Color Computer Club is one of the largest users 
gruupl in 1he CoCo Community. Jusclww many members do you have? 

Tony: Currently there arc !46 club members who live in the United States. Of these, about30 are 
in this general area and regularly attend meetings. The rest are out-of-state members and live in 
places from California to New Jersey. And we don't restrict membership to U.S. residents; 
Glenside has four members who live in the Netherlands and Canada. 

THE RAINBOW: Wow! Perhaps Glenside is the largest usersgroupforCoCoowners. What makes 
the club so strong? 

Tony: Glenside's strength is just that- Glenside. That sounds a bit like the hound chasing its tail, 
doesn 't it? Let me explain. The total of Glenside is the sum of its parts: the members make the 
difference. The support we give each other, the infonnation we pass to one another via the 
newsletter, the way we work to help other CoCo users all add up. As one member pointed out, 
· ' rhe support that Glenside is ready to give 10 its members and the Community has continued to 
strengthen it from its founding.'' 

Glenside's exposure to the Community has helped to strengthen it as well. As you know, the 
club has hosted at least four RAINBOWfests and was officially represented at the second 
Atlanta CoCo FEST and the recent Chicago CoCoFEST. All this highlights the commitment of 
the club to the support of the Community. 

THE RAINBOW: Speakmx of support, how are membership dues appl1ed and what can club 
members expect from Glenside? 

Tony: Our annual dues arc used to co,er a number of expenses. the first and foremost of which is 
CoCQr-/23, the newsletter that keeps Glenside in touch with Glenside. Second, these funds help 
us keep a meeting place available. We meet at the Glenside Public Library, from which we take 
our club name. Another expense is the maintenance of our club BBS. Also as a benefit of 
membership, we distribute a' 'member's utility disk" (written by Joel Hegbergjust for Glenside), 
and we have plans to distribute three more disks to the membership at no extra charge. Finally. 
but certainly not least, we use these funds for whatever else we can find to support the club and 
the Community. An example is our involvement in CoCo shows. It is to this support that the 
treasury isdinx tec..l. Wdl ... then: is the one t:Xl.:t:ption. \Vt:do havt: an annual social event, most 
recently a picnic, for which the club provides meat and rolls - a whopping $25-$30 at best 
guess. 

Even if they don't live in our area, new members can take advantage of most of these things 
for the membership dues they pay. CoCo- 123 has received a number of kudos from people in 
the publishing world and has become a strong medium of club intcr.J.ction for tht: ''mt:mrers at 
large.'' Indeed, it was an art1cle written by a local member that brought one gentleman back to 
our exhibit in Atlanta in 199 1 after he had hemmed and hawed about joining. As he related to 
me, he had already' 'found about $15 worthofinfonnation in the newsletter' ' that he had received 
as part of a free handout package. 

We also have the' 'Glenside Club Plan'' that invites vendors to submit ad copy for publication 
in the newsletter. Reciprocal token discounts on products are welcome for this service but are 
not required. Member savings from this plan are an added benefit. 

Other methods of interaction with the l..ommunity include the STGs on Delphi, where a 
number of members gather: networks set up through STGNet; and hopefully, in the future, 
I'IDO. 

It is important to note that membership is not only a privilege but carries responsibility as well. 
We believe every member has something to share, and we encourage participation via the 
newsletter and club meetings. if possible. 

THE RAINBOW: Describe a typical meeting. 
Tony: Meetings open with the sounding of the electronic presidential gavel -actually a three

sound siren repackaged ina gavel-shaped housing sporting a Tandy RAM-button handle. After 
that bit of nonsense is out of the way, visitors and new members are recognized, then we hold 
a short business meeting. Afterthis we share news and views, questions and answers, and maybe 
a little gossip is supported (but never started). During the last half of the meeting, a scheduled 
demo takes place. This could be a run-through of a program or a hardware demo. 

After the meeting, the majority of anendees adjourn to the local restaurant for "milk and 
cookies.'' This is where the brainstorming s tarts to take place.lt was at one of these sessions that 
the RGB-A-to-TI1.. video adapter was spawned. 

THE RAINBOW: Earl1er you mentiontd a club BBS. Would you gi•·e our readers some of the 
details? 

Tony: Yes. The Glenside CoCoRama BBS has been in operation since 1986, and its sysop is Dave 
Barnes. The system is online 24 hours every day and can be reached at (708) 587-9837. Inbound 
callers should sets their terminals at 8-N-1 for 300-, 1200- or 2400-bps acce>s. The board can 
be used by anyone, though file downloading on the first access is limitcd. 

In addition to CoCoRama, there are at least two other BBSs currently operating in direct 
support of the dub. Th~y are li~teU in tilt: m~w~lt!U~r am.l abo on the CoCuRarna logofr Sl.:ret:n. 

THE RAINBOW: We lta'!-'t seen some Color Computer users groups that are really nothing more 
than high-seas boarding parties. What is Glenside's posuion on the subjectofsoftware piracy? 

THE RAINBOW 

Tony: I'm glad you asked. As responsible people, we need always to be aware of our actions and 
their effect on others. The wanton passing around of commercial software does nothing but 
discourage authors and vendors from continuing to support the market. Indeed, where is the 
market when you can get the product from your buddy across town? When authors no longer 
pruduce new soflware ~cause there is nothing to be gained from h. who's going Lo write th~ 
good stuff? Your buddy? 

For the record, Glenside doesn't support software piracy in any form. As stated in our bylaws, 
anyone found using thecluh system for such practice will he disassociated from the cluh. These 
[nowl non-members forfeit their annual dues, do not receive any club benefits or services. and 
may not rejoin. We don't have a problem. 

THE RAINBOW: What is the personal "toll" on you as president of Glenside, and what advice 
would you offer those who seek to starr the;r own dubs? 

Tony: Time and money: 1 spend many hours on the phone a~king and answering question'\, and 
arranging demos and the like for the meetings. The real winner here i' the phone company 
that's where the money part comes m. Of course for every hour I spend on Glenside, that's 
another hour not spent with my family. This can be disastrous if not balanced carefully. Finally, 
there is the toll that ethics, politics and tactfulness puts on a person. I have to be very careful in 
what I say and do so as to not misrepresent information. CoCo users are a close-knit fami ly, and 
I have no intention ofknocking the feet out from under anybody. The efforts put forth to maintain 
an organization like Glenside without rocking the boat may not be monumental, but they are very 
real. 

Advice for others'! 1-'lrst, don't wait for someone else to start it! If you know one other CoCo 
user in your area and there are no organized users groups, get together with that person; you now 
have a "club." Find a place to meet - just about anyplace will do. Then get the word out; put 
notices in the library, the grocery store ... anywhere you can find to let others know you are there. 
Develop a meeting format that the majority of members is comfortable with -it doesn't have 
to be formal but should be interesting. Also develop a set of realistic goals and gmdelines. lf you 
want the club to be ongoing, the core of the club needs to be dedicated and energetic. 

Operating a users group may also require some money to maintain things such as a roof over 
your heads, mailing newsletters. and purchases for the benefit of the club. So after you have an 
idea what your expenses will be, be prepared to initiate an annual amount for membership dues. 
Above all, try to strike a balance. Remember that the club docs not belong to any one member 
but is the medium through which all members benefit in terms of knowledge and understanding 
of the CoCo. regardless of their individual preferences. 

THE RAINBOW: What percentage of Glenside's membership uses OS-9? 
Tony: Judging from our meetings and responses from the membership, I would say 75 to 85 percent 

of Glenside's members use OS-9 for 85 to 90 percent of their work with the CoCo. I would 
estimate that less than 25 percent of the club membership uses Disk BASIC exclusively. This 
is not to say that the rest of the Community follows suit- there are a lot of Disk BASIC users 
out there. But as knowledge of the CoCo's capabilities under OS-9 grows, the percentages arc 
starting to Jean in that direction. 

THE RAINBOli': Debate between the diehard OS-9 and Disk BASIC c:amps is often quite intense. 
Would you say this schism is an inhibiting factor in any potential growth of this market? Jfso, 
what possible solutions would you suggest? 

Tony: No, not really; not any more than the GUI environment versus DOS environment is an 
inhibiting factor in the ffiM (and compatible) world. While it appears to be true that the future 
growth of this market lies with OS-9, it is very beneficial for users to know a little about Disk 
BASIC before attempting to use OS-9. What is important for people to understand is that OS-
9 is not an enemy but merely another environment in which to use the hardware. Far too many 
Disk BASIC users end up disliking OS-9 before they receive the support necessary for a clear 
understanding of the system. One of Glenside's goals is to provide that support for both Disk 
BASIC users and those who choose to venture into the world of OS,9. 

THE RAINBOW: It is generally accepted that MS-DOS is the most widely used platform 
across the computing industry. For whom would you say the Color Computer is a viable 

machine and why? 
Tony: For the same people for whom it has been a viable machine since its inception-those who 

are on a tight budget and want to learn about computing; hobbyists who want to experiment; 
those who want to find out what true multitasking/multiuser capabilities are like without having 
to buy a 386 or mini-mainframe. Of course that's the serious side. The CoCo is also a pretty fine 
game machine (especially according to Tandy). Unfortunately this aspect has also been the area 
of greatest advertising for the machine - to the extent that the real power of the 6809 has been 
hidden from the general public. 

THE RAINBOW: Yes, it is sometimes difficult to enJOY playing games knowing they ha1•e been 
somel'\hat of a stigma to growth. How has Tandy"s disconanuat;on of the Color Computer 
affected Glenside? 

Tony: lt has increased the need for our existence and has made us astrongervoice in the community, 
I think, because of our willingness to be there for the Community. It goes without saying that 
the product knowledge and suppon from the local retail outlets fortheColorComputer has never 
been what It is for the other systems. Now the average salesperson's desire to support a non
income producing item is in the twilight zone. When you need someone to answer a question 
or solve a problem, to quote a phrase, ''who ya gonnacall?'' It ain't Ghostbusters! It'll be your 
local club co member. And Glenside is just one of those local clubs. V..'e've simply got a bigger 
''t:!ar'' tuh~arthe<.;allcrs. 

THE RAINBOW: What can the al'erage person do to ensure contmued en;oyment of his CoCo? 
Tony: Link up with other CoCo users~ be imaginative in using the CoCo. Robert Kennedy once said, 
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Mike Knudsan (second from left). author of UltiMusE. regularly attends 
the Glens;de Color Computer Club meetings. 

"Some people see things and ask 'why?' 1 dream things lhat never were and ask 'why not?'" Tell 
others what you are doing with your CoCo and share your discoveries. You may have found 
something the next person has been working for a long time to solve. The joy of discovery cannot 
be replaced. 

Communication is the key to the survival of the CoCo. Get in touch with other clubs and users 
through whatever means you have, whether that is by telecommunications, newsletters. 
subscriptions to dedicated publications or road trips to gatherings. T here arc many ''orphaned
computer'' users groups out there, many of which are thriving simply because the) continue to 
communicate. 

THE RAINBOW: We would like to know what comments Glenside ha.r about THE RAINBOW. 
Tony: For starters, how about helping to keep the hardware in the active community by opening 

a "classifieds" section? J belong to a number of national organizations that produce major 
publit.:atiun~. and all of them publish such a ~~t.:tion. 

The current fonnat is really colorful, but the paper it is printed on is not easily preservable or 
long-lasting. Possibly you could do something there. And we'd like to see a return to the 8~-by
ll size, perhaps with stitch binding. 

We like the assembly-language programs and would like to sec them continue for both Disk 
BASIC and OS-9. Thl! inclusion of C-language programming articles would be nit.:e. 1 
panicularly enjoy hardware articles. so rhose should stay around, 100. 

Despite the publisher's comments a few months back regarding lhe 68xxx machines, I 
believe items relating to them should be considered for publication. The people who have made 
the CoCo what it is are doing the same for those computers. To shy away from 68000-based 
computers because ''bunches and bunches of software'' are not currently available is not valid. 
And because of the commonality of OSK with OS-9, I feel that the software for these machines 
should be covered in the venue of the publication from time to time. 

Finally, there is a lot of murmuring out here about the possibility of a THt ;(A IN BOW 
becoming a merged CoCo!MS-DOS publication, even though most readers are just happy to be 
able to get the magazine. Consider going to a bi-monthly schedule instead, and consider 
reviewing and reducing prices on pnxlucts. Of course, J don't know the logistics and costs 
involved; I'm just the elected messenger. 

Thank you, Tony, for taking the time to answer our questions and for giving us some honest 
feedback. Your answers are important to us, and they should be of interest to our many readers as 
well. Yes, th~re are a lot of things we must consider with every <.l~cisiun we make;:, anc.l while these 
dectsions make sense to us. not everyone agrees with them. 'f'his doesn't mean we won't make 
changes, but we must be careful when we do. Regarding a merged publication: we believe those 
fears will prove unwarranted. THE RAINBOW is a CoCo publication. 

Reaching Out 
Now is as good a time as any to make sure you stay in contact with other users of the Color 

Computer. The currently available means to this end include joining users groups. writing letters. 
subscribing to publications, and taking advantage of online services such as Delphi, CompuServe 
and CoCo BBSs. For more information about CoCo clubs and BBSs that may be in your area, sec 
"Jmercom" elsewhere in this issue of THE RAI NBOW. 

Remember that many clubs accept memberships from distant users. Those interested in joining 
Glenside can write to Glenside Color Computer Club at 119 Adobe Circle, Carpentersville, IL 
60110-1101. Be sure to include $12 to cover the annual membership dues. 

Chris l-lawks (center) of Hawksoft answers another user's question. 
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Save Money Too! 
Subsaibetotheseconvenientservicesandreceiveeachmonth'sprogramsinaready-to

run form. No more long tedious hours wasted typing! No more red eyes and sorefingers!AII 
you do is load and run, using lhe current 1ssue of THE RAINBOW as documentation. 

OS-9programsareavailabletoo!OnesideoftheRAINBOWONDISKisformaltedforthe 
OS-9 operating system (OS-9 programs cannot be put on tape) so you can get an the great 
programsinlhemagazine. 

Aone-yearsubscliptiontoTHERAINBOWandRAINBOWONTAPEisonly$91 intheU.S., 
$108 in Canada. $153 foreign surface rate and$188 foreign airmail. 

Aone-yearSlbscripliontoTHERAlNBOWandRAINBOWONDISKisonly$115intheU.S., 
$138inCanada,$183foreignsutfacerateand$218for~nairmaii.U.S.currencyonly.Bad<. 

issues of both RAINBOWONTAPEand RAINBOW ON DISKarealsoavailable! (seeourback 
issueadinthisissue) 

RAINBOWONTAPEbackissuesareavailablebeginnirgwiththeApril 1982issue.Asirgle 
copyofRAINBOWONTAPEis$10withintheU.S.,$12inallothercounlries.Theannual 
subscriptionforRAINBOWONTAPEis$80withintheU.S.;$90inCanada;and$105forall 
other countries. U.S.currencyonly. 

RAINBOWON DISKbacklssuesareavailablebeginningwiththeOctober1986issue.A 
single copy of RAINBOW ON DISKis$12withinthe U.S., $14in Canada, $16 in all other count
ries. The annual subscription for RAINBOW ON DISK is $99 within the U.S. ;$115 in Canada; 
and $130for all other countries. U.S. currency only. 

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Yes! Sign me up for a joint 1-year subscription {12 issues) to: 

0 THE RAINBOW 0 THE RAINBOW 
and Rainbow on Tape and Rainbow on Disk 

ONew o Renewal (attach labels) 
Name ________________________________ _ 

Address ------------------------------
City 

State ____________ _ Zip 

0 My check in the amount of is enclosed. 

Charge to: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 
Account Number ____________________________ __ 

Expiration Date ______ Signature --------------------

For credit card orders, call (800)847-0309, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST. All other Inquiries 
call (502) 228-4492. 
• Payment must accompany order; we do not bil l. U.S. currency only, please. 
Kentucky residents add 6% sales tax; Canadian residents, 7"/o GST. Please allow 
6 to 8 weeks lor delivery of first copies. All subscriptions begin with the current 
issue. 
Please note: While group purchases of RAINBOW ON TAPE and RAINBOW ON DISK 
are permitted (and multiple subscriptions are even d•scounted 1f purchased in one order 
from a club), no license to make copies is conveyed or implied. Unauthorized copying 
of any copyright product IS strictly illegal. 

• ••• • ••••• • ••••••••••••••••• •• •• • •••••• 
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Do You Rest 
Easy at Night? 

:%~~ 
~ 

THE RAINBOW 1s the only publication that offers peace of mind to CoCo 
users. Members of the CoCo Community have always looked to THE RAIN
BOW for comfort - hints, tips, the latest news and communication with 
others- for their Tandy Color Computers. 

THE RAINBOW continues to serve and support CoCo users, from 
beginners to the advanced, by covering the wide variety of topics affecting 
the CoCo Community. Looking for games? Telecommunications pack
ages? Finance programs? Interested in helpful utilities? Hands-on hard
ware projects? Want to take the guesswork out of buying software and 
hardware? From Disk BASIC to OS-9, THE RAINBOW has the answers to 
all your CoCo questions. 

Get rid of your nightmares by renewing your subscription today. THE 
ElAINBOW- the best security blanket for a good night's rest. 

Use our 800 number! 
For credit card orders, you may phone in your subscription. Our credit 

card order number is (800) 847-0309,9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST. We accept VISA, 
MasterCard and American Express.AII other inquiries call (502) 228-4492. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Yes! Please send me RAINBOW Magazine. 
Choose one: ...l New .J Renew (attach label) 

:1 One Year $31 - 35% off cover price 
.J Two Year $58- 39% off cover price 
Cl One Year $79- 44% off cover price 

Which Tandy Color Computer do you use? 
UCoCo 1 u CoCo 2 U CoCo 3 

Name 
Address ______________________ _ 

City State ZIP ___ _ 

0 My check in the amount of is enclosed. 

Charge to: ::::! VISA 0 MasterCard 0 American Express 

Account Number 

Expiration Date ____ Signature-------------

Subscriptions to THE RAINBOW are $31 a year in the United States. Canadian rate is 
$38 plus 7% GST (U.S. funds only). Surface rate elsewhere is $68 (U.S.). Non-U.S. 
subscribers must inquire about multi·year discount. Airmail is $103 (U.S.). Kentucky 
residents add 6% sales tax. All subscriptions begin with the current rssue. Please allow 
6 to 8 weeks for the first copy. In order to hold down non-editorial costs, we do not bill. 

For credit card orders, calt (800) 847-0309, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST. All other Inquiries 
call (502) 228-4492. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

BUGGY FROM COVER 

within the screen boundaries. Anything 
greater than 191 wraps around to zero and 
any value below zero wraps to 191. (Can 
you figure out why we don't have to check 
the x coordinate?) 

If the current bug's new y coordinate is 
the same as the "zapper" location, the pro
gram goes to ZAP where that point is PRE· 
SET. X ow we have to move all the rest of the 
current locations in LOC down by one to 
replace the bug just lost. Since Register Y 
points to the next bug's location, we reduce 
it by two to reflectthecurrent bug; now load 
the coordinates for the next bug and save 
them at the current location. Keep doing 
this for the rest of the array, then decrease 
the number of bugs by one. 

Finally, we have to shiti each bug's 
direction toward the current bug's location 
(still in $BE and $CO). The distance from 
the current bug to each bug is compared in 
thex andy directions. If the current location 
is less than a bug· s x coordinate, the new x 
change for that bug is -I to move it toward 
the current location; if the current location 
is greater, the change is +I; and if the x 
distance is the same, the change is 0. They 
coordinate changes are computed in the 
same manner, and both changes are stored 
in the DEL array. After the ZAP routine is 
completed. the program goes back to I OOPI. 
If no bugs were on the zapper, COUNT! (the 
number of t1mes) IS decreased. If no bugs 
were on the zapper dllling any of the Number 
Of Times, the program goes to the CHANGE 
routine to compute new location changes of 
+I or -1. 

After you've entered the program in 
Listing 2. ched. it for errors by entering A/ 

64K Disk 

Lbting 1: BUGDRIVE 

I 'BUGS DRIVER 
2 'RY WILLIAM P. NEE 
3 'COPYRIGhT (C) 1992 
4 'BY FALSOFT, INC. 
5 'RAINBOW MAGAZINE 
10 CLEAR200 ,&H6000· 1 
20 IF PEEK(&H6004 )<>16 THEN LOAD 
M'"BUGS"': POKE &HFF40, 0 
30 X- RNO( -TIMER) 
40 N-200:' NUMBER OF MOTHS 
50 POKE &H6000. N 
60 l-96:"LOCATION OF ZAPPER 
70 POKE &H600l.l 
B0 T-5: "NUMBER OF TIMES 
90 POKE &H60AB. T 
100 PMODE4 ,1: PCLS: SCREEN!.! 
110 EXEC &H6004:C LS 
120 FOR X-1 TO 100:NEXT X:CLS 
130 PRINT@200,'"THAT"S All FOLKS" 
140 GOTO 140 

Listing 2: BUGS 

00100 ORG $6000 
00110 RANOOM MACRO 
00120 PSHS y 
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ND/NS/WE. Then save it using W BUGS. SRC 
andassembleitusingA BUGS.BIN /NS/WE. 

TI1e BASIC program shown in Listing 1 is 
the driver for the machine-language pro
gram. It loads the assembled program (if 
necessary) and executes it. The variables 
you can change are: 

N -number of bugs (1-250) 
L -location of the zapper (0-191) 
T- number of times in the same direc-

tion (1-255) 

If you're just itchin' to increase the 
number of bugs beyond 250, you 'II have to 
make NUMB two bytes in length and increase 
the LOC and OEL arrays accordingly. 

For experimentation, try changing the 
zapper location: make it one point instead 
of a line, and revolve that point as if it were 
on a circle. How does the swarm move 
then? 

If you have any suggestions for future 
articles, or questions about any article, don't 
hesitate to write. 

Bill Nee bucked the snowbird trend by 
retiring to Wiswnsm from a ba11king ca
reer ill Florida. The success of his 13-part 
..eries. '"Machine Language Made B.1SIC" 

(July 1988 to July 1989), prompted him to 
continue writing articles about Color 
Compuler madtine language program 
ming. You may com act Bill at Rowe 2, Box 
216C. Mason. WI 54856-9302. (7/5) 746-
2952. Please include an SASE when re
questing a reply. 

• • •• 

• 
• 

00130 LOO $116 RANDOM SEED 
00140 LOX $11B RANDOM SEED 
00150 JSR $9fB5 D*X - >Y ,U 
00160 LDD $BF74 RANDOM CONSTANT 
00170 LEAY D • y ADD IT TO Y 
00180 STY $116 RESAVE IT 
00190 LDD $Bf /6 RANDOM CONSTANT • 00200 LEAU D, U ADD IT TO U 
00210 STU $11B RESAVE IT 
00220 LOB $117 
00230 ANDB Ill 
00240 !NCB 
00250 LSLB 
00260 SUBB l/3 --1.+1 
00270 PULS y 
00280 ENDM 
00290 
00300 PSET EQU $9374 
00310 PPOI NT EQU $933C •• 00320 RND0 EQU $BF3B 
00330 NUMB FCB 200 
00340 LEN FCB 96 
00350 COUNT! RMB I 
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00360 COUNT2 RMB 
00370 
00380 START LOY 1/LOC LOCATION ARRAY 
00390 LOB //SfF 
00400 STB SB5 CURRENT COLOR 
00410 LOB NUMB 
00420 STB COUNT! 
00430 RANLOC LDD 11255 
00440 JSR $B4F4 MOVE TO FPl 
00450 JSR SBFlF RANDOM( 255 l 
00460 JSR SB3ED MOVE BACK TO 
004 70 STB SBE AND SAVE IT 
00480 LDO 1/191 
00490 JSR SB4F4 
00500 JSR SBF1F 
00510 JSR SB3ED 
00520 STB SC0 
00530 JSK PPOI N I CH t CK HA I LOCA I ION 
00540 JSR SB3ED 
00550 CMPB l/5 ALREADY PSET? 
00560 BEO RANLOC TRY AGAI~ 
00570 I OA SBF 
005B0 LOB SC0 
00590 STD ,Y++ STORE "HE COORDINATES 
00600 JSR PSET AND PSET THE POINT 
00610 DEC COUNT! 
00620 BNE RAN LDC 
00630 
00640 C~ANGE JSR RND0 KEEP THI~GS HONEST 
00650 LOB NUMB 
00660 STB COUNT! 
00670 LOY IIOEL 
00680 OELX RANDOM 
00690 STB . Y+ SASVE RA ~OOM OX • 00700 OELY RANDOM 
00710 STB • Y+ SAVE RANDOM OY 
00720 DEC COUNT! 
00730 BNE DELX 
00740 
00750 LOB l/5 NUMBER OF TIMES 
00760 STB COUNT! 
00770 LOOP! LOY 1/LOC 
00780 LOB NUMB 
00790 STB COUNT2 
00800 LOOP2 LOO • y CURRENT X, Y LOCATION 
00810 STA $BE 
00820 STB SC0 
00830 CLR S85 NO COLOR • 00B40 JSR PSET 
00B50 GETX LOA SBE CURRENT X COORDINATE 
00860 AOOA 500, y CURRENT OX 
00B70 STA ,Y+ NEW X COORDINATE 
00880 STA $BE 
00890 GETY LOB $C0 CURRENT Y COORDINATE 
00900 AOOB 500,Y CURRENT DY 
00910 CMPB 11192 KEEP IT 
00920 SEQ ZEROY 
00930 CMP8 #·1 WITHIN THE SCREEN 
00940 SEQ MAXY 
00950 BRA GETY2 
00960 ZEROY CLRB 
00970 BRA GETY2 

Produt:t Review 

CCTools: A Disk 
Manager in Need 
of Management 

I'm always a little wary of disk-file 
managers because often they are loaded 
with bugs, and I've had several cause 
damage to the data on disks to the extent 
that I've had to rebuild the disks. With this 
in mind, I approached reviewing CCTools 
very carefully. My caution was rea•onahle, 
as I'll show below. 

CCTools is a disk-management program 
that nms under OS-9 Level IL The system 
requires you have a minimum of 512K 
installed in your CoCo 3. The authors rec
ommend a large disk (i.e., hard disk) to 
make all of CCTonL< features useful. 

Even though CCTools is written in BA
SIC09, the program perfonned quickly. It 
does not require Multi-Vue and is consid
ered a faster replacement for Tandy's GUI, 
although CC1ools itself does not provide 
such a graphics environment 

Included with the package is a program 
designed to install CCTools on your sys
tem. However. the copy I received for re· 
view did not work properly. It appear' that 
the files on the distribution disk are organ· 
ized differently than the installation pro
gram expects. The CCTools documenta
tion describes an altcrnati ve method for 
installing the system, but that approach also 
did not work. Since! am fairly familiar with 

OS-9, I was able to figure out where all the 
files were supposed to go and, finally, was 
able to get CCToo/s running. 

When active, CCI ools presents you with 
an attractive screen on which there is a 
menu bar and two large windows, each 
containing a listing ofthe current directory. 
You can use various key combinations to 
move through the directory trees easily and 
quickly. Several functions are provided on 
the menu bar that allow you to modify the 
screen view or file •tructure display. Other 
key combinations allow you to start pro
grams, view file contents, copy tiles, etc. 

CCTools offers the OS-9 user a tremen
dous amount of versatility. Most features 
can be customized to your preferences. You 
can select various programs that can be 
started from within the menu structure of 
CCTools, and you can even modify the way 
programs are used by CC.Tools to carry out 
file manipulations such as text editing and 
directory sorting. On the negative side, 
support for many of ccr oo/s' functions is 
not built-in - you must supply external 
programs and other utilitie• to take advan
tage of them. 

Among other things, the Analyze func· 
tion provided with CCTools is supposed to 
rename directories so they follow the OS-9 
standard and appear in all uppercase char
acters. However, it also renames all other 
files with lowerca'e characters and exhibits 
problems in distinguishing directories from 
other file types. This function indiscrimi
nately renamed 90 percent of the files on 
my hard disk. Worse yet, once I started the 
function, I discovered there is no way to 
stop it. 
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00980 MAXY LOB 1/191 
00990 GETY2 STB , Yt ~EW Y COORDINATE 
01000 STB see 
01010 LDB /ISFF 
01020 STB SB5 
01030 JSR PSU PS~I NtW COORD1 NAT~S 
01040 LOB $C0 
01050 CMPB LEN ON THE ZAPPER? • 01060 BEO ZAP 
01070 DEC COUNT? 
01080 BNE LOOP2 
01090 DEC COUNT! 
01100 BNE LOO P! • 01110 LBRA CHANGE 
01120 
01130 ZAP CLR SB5 
01140 JSR PS ET CLEAR THE POINT 
011!>0 LEAY • 2. y BACK TO CURRENT COORDINATES 
01160 ZAP! LOD 2. y NEXT SET OF COORD 1 NATES 
01170 STD . Y++ SAVE THEM AS CUR'!ENT ONES 
011B0 DEC CCUNT2 
01190 BNE ZAP! 
01200 DEC NUMB ONE LESS BUG 
01210 SEQ DONE 
01220 
01230 II DEL LOY IILOC 
01240 LOB NcMB 
01250 STB COUNT2 
01260 NEW OX LOA SBE CURRENT X COOR01~ATE • 01270 C~PA • y COMPARE TO ThE A~RAY 
01280 BHI 1 NCDX IF GREATEq 
01290 BLO OECDX IF LESS 
01300 CLRA IF THf SAMF 
01310 BRA NDXI 
01320 I NCOX LOA Ill DX-+1 
0 1330 BRA NDXI 
0 1340 DECOX LOA II 1 ox- 1 
01350 NOX l STA 500.Y SAVE NEW ox 
01360 LEAY 1, y 
01370 NEWOY LOB SC0 CURRENT Y COORDINATE 
01380 CMPB • y COMPARE TO THE ARRAY 
01390 BHI I NCOY 
01400 BLO DECOY 
01410 CLRB OY-0 
01420 BRA NDYl • 01430 IN COY LOB 1/1 OY- +1 
01440 BRA NOYl 
01450 DECOY LOB 11-1 OY- -1 
01460 NOYl STB 500, y SAVE NEW DY 
01470 LEAY 1. y 
014B0 DEC COUNT2 CHECK AGAINST ENTIRE ARRAY 
01490 BNE NEW OX 
01500 LBRA LOOP! 
01510 DONE RTS 
01520 LOC RMB 250*2 
01530 DEL RMB 250*2 
01540 FINIS HOP 
01550 END START 

1be ccr ools documentation is included 
in the fonn of a file on one of the two 
distribution disks. Since this file is a stan
dard text file, you can print it using just 
about any printer. On the other hand, as 
with other packages using this distribution 
approach, the documentation ftle is hard 
coded for 66-line pages. This presented 
some problem when I printed the file on a 
standard HP LaserJet, which supports only 
60 lines per page. 

The documentation is disorganized and 
does not clearly describe how to use the 
program. Several functions were described 
m different places in the manual, and these 
different references contradicted each other. 
Some functions, especially those requiring 
external programs, were given a brief 
mention only. For example, the only men
tion of the Clean function is that it "cleans 
directory entries." After my experience with 
Analyze, I didn't even try it. 

It would have been nice were I able to 
contact someone from the Micro-80 Users 
Group for support in a timely fashion. 
Unfortunately, support for CCToo/s is 
available only through the maiL And it's a 
long way to Canada. 

CCTnols could. with some careful re· 
working, become a very useful tool for 
users of OS-9 Level IL However, without 
better documentation and provision for a 
safe way to back out of functions that have 
a global influence on disk structure. I can
not recommend the system. (Micro-80 Users 
Group, 598 Rirerton A1•enue, Winnipeg, 
MB R2L OPI, Canada; $15, $/8 Cdn .. 
money orders only.) 

- Bill Budenholzer 

• • 
"" 

Most CoCo users know that magnetism is 
what allows us to store large amounts of data on 
tape and disk. Many users also know, having 
found outthe hard way, that the same phenome
non can also destroy that data m the wink of an 
eye. Magnetism giveth, and magnetism taketh 
away. Following are a few do.l (and implied 
don' ts) for protecting data when you are storing 
tapes and disks: 

do keep tapes and disks at least six inches 
away from video monitors and televisions. Other 
devices to watch out for are tape recorders and 
audio speakers; JUSt about any electromechani
cal device is capable of causing problems. 
-do store tapes and disks well above the floor. 
One fellow kept his disk box on the floor and 
lost most of his soflware when his spouse came 
through with a vacuum cleaner- the motor in 
the powered head erased his disks. 
-do keep tapes and disks far from "refrigera
tor" magnets. We know of one user who stored 
his daily backup by sticking it to the side of a 
filing cabinet with such a device from a piua
delivery service. He couldn't understand why 
his data disk never worked. He has since out· 
!awed refrigerator magnets in his home. 
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Feature Program 

(/ 

The CoCo 
Phone Book 
by li evor Boehm 

coCo Fone is a short program 
that keeps track of phone numbers, 
names and addresses. It requires a 
CoCo with at least 32K and Ex
tended BASIC, and a disk drive. 

When you first start CoCo Fane, my 
name. address and phone number are dis
played. Also displayed is a menu of op
tions. To select an option, just press tis 
starting letter. For example, to remove my 
personal information, press D to select the 
Delete option. At this point, use the Add 
function to enter the appropriate informa
tion for your relatives, friends or business 
acquaintances. 

When you finish entering the names and 
numbers, put a freshly formatted disk in 
Drive 0 and select Save. The file is written 
to disk under the name PHONE#S. PHN. Once 
the file is saved, you can load it for later use 

I ordered a complete system consisting 
of the circuit boards, 3 megabytes oJ 
memory, an XT -compatible keyboard, a 3112-
inch high-density floppy drive, and a case 
and power supply. I received everything 
but the IJO board. This board is on back 
order. and I hope to receive it soon; the 
SCSI hard-drive host adapter is on the 1/0 
board, and I cannot yet use a hard drive with 
the system. To offset this, I added a second 
3112-inch hiiUt-density drive. [Editor's Note: 
Mr. Donaliison wrote this article prior to 
receiving the 110 board (or his MM/1. While 
the article was in production at THE RIIJN
BOW, however, he received the board and 
sent us an update. We decided 10 publish the 
update separately. It will appear with Part 
2 of this article in the December 1992 
issue.] 

So far I have heen very pleased with the 
MM/1. and the software that comes with it 
is impressive. Included are Microware's C 
compiler and Microware Basic. The latter 
is the same as BASIC09 for the CoCo except 
there is no graphics library (gfx or gfx2) at 
the presenttime. A cfgx. 1 graphics library 
is included for the C compiler. This graph
ics library is nearly identical to the verston 
of cgfx. 1 that comes with the OS-9 Level 
II Development System. The main differ
ences are features that allow you to use the 
more powerful features of the 68070 CPU 
and the VSC graphics coprocessor. 

Usin~ the MM/1 as a floppy-based sys
tem remmded me of the days on my CoCo 
3 before I got a hard drive. The ftrst thing I 
did waH:reate three system disks: one fur C 
programming, one for BASIC programming, 
ancf one for telecommurucattons. 

When I tried to run a prollf'l'!l on my 
MM/1 for the ftrst time.! recetved an error 
telling me that OS-9 could not ftnd /TERM. 
I soon discovered that the OS-9/68000 uses 
a file called TERMCAP that tells it what kind 
of terminal you are using. The terminal 
identifier for the MM/1 is called VSC. So I 
used OSK's environment variables to set 
the terminal type as follows: 

setenv TERM vsc 

Once OSK knew my terminal parameters. 
programs like Sterm and MicroEmacs ran 
fine. 

The purpose of the TERHCAP approach is 
to allow software to be used wtth many 
different terminals. For those who use OS-
9 on the CoCo, Dynacalc, Scred and Dy
naStar use a similar file. S ince OS-9 is a 
multiuser operating system, TERMCAP makes 

with the Load option. 
As I mentioned earlier, pressing D to 

delete a record causes the entry currently 
being displayed to be blanked, effectively 
removinjl it from the list. Looking up a 
number 1s easy as well, ""}Uiring only that 
you enter a portion (or all) of the name of 
the person you want to find. To get a printed 
copy of the record currently displayed, press 
H to select the Hardcopy opuon. Finally, 
use the P (Previous) and N (Next) keys to 
step backward and forward through the 
entries. 

I originally wrote CnCn Fnne to keep 
track of fellow members of CoCo users 

it easy to have different ty~s of terminals 
connected to different sen a! ports. Differ
ent terminals have different parameters for 
handling functions such a,; the number of 
display lines, function-key definitions, 
cursor controls, etc. TERHCAP redefines these 
functions so that different terminals look 
the same to the operating system. 

I soon got tired of entering my terminal 
setting wllen I booted the system, so I 
looked for a better way to handle that task. 
From the OS-9 manuals, I learned that OS-
9/68000 supports two unique files named 
. LOGIN and. LOGOUT. (Notice that there is a 
period in front of these filenames; this teUs 
OSK that the file is invisible - the names 
won't show up in a standard directory list
ing. Appending a period to the beginrung of 
any file or directory name hides it from 
view.) The entries in these two files affect 
the user's environment. I added the foUow
ing environment senings to my . I OG IN file: 

setenv TERM vsc 
setenv MODEM /tO 
setenv PROMPT HH/1: 
xmode /tO baud-1200 type-D 

Now OS-9 knows what my terminal type is, 
which serial port I want to use for my 
modem, what I want the prompt to look like 
(instead of OSK 's default dollar sign), and 
the serial-port senings I want. 

The . LOGOUT file works the same way 
except that its contents are executed when 
you enter 1 ogout. This is useful in multi 
user setups and for simply returning the 
environment to its default status. 1 ogout is 
also ustxl lo terrninalt:: a window or ~hell, 
much like the ex command in OS-9 Level 
II. If you try to enter ex in an OS-9/68000 
shell , you ·n receive an error message tell
ing you that you can't Jog out that way. 

Let's go back to the hidden flies for a 
minute. Tf a file is invisihle, how can you 
tell if it's stored in a directory? OSK's di r 
command provides many more features than 
Level II d i r command. To see hidden files, 
you enter the -a option on the command 
line. Another option is · u, which tells d i r 
not to format the listing. OSK also supports 
wildcards. 

These features aUow you to enter such 
fancy command lines as 

dir -u *.c ! attr -z 

The · u tells d i r to display each directory 
entry on a separate line, and • . c tells i I to 
list only those entries that end with a . c. 
Then the output of the d 1 r command is 
piped through all r so the attributes for the 

groups. No doubt you will ftnd many other 
uses for this program. 

Trevor Boehm is a tenth-grade student 
wlwse greatest passion is challenging 
computers with new programs. He has 
participated in several science fairs and 
has received numerous awards for his work. 
He can be contacted at 77 Inwood Cres., 
Winnipeg, MB RZY IAZ, Canada. Please 
include an SASE when requesting a reply. 

32K Disk 

The Listing: COCOFONE 

I 'COCOFONE 
2 'BY TREVOR BOEHM 
3 'COPYRIGHT <Cl 1992 
4 'BY FALSOFT, INC. 
5 'RAINBOW MAGAZINE 
9 'PAlETTE I3 .II: PALETTE I2. 63 
Ill CLEAR 51lllll:OIH N$<180} ,AH100 
l, BH Illlll. H$(108 l: HN-I: N$ (1 l-"TR 
EVOR BOEHM" :A$ (1 l-"77 INWOOD CRE 
SC. ":H$(1}-"(284} 832-4495":B$(1 
l-"N/A" :C-1 :CC-1 
28 CLS:PRJNT:PRJNTTAB(8}"COCO PH 
ONE BOOK":PRINTTAB(8l"-------
38 PRINT:PRINT" NAME: ";N$(C) 
48 PRINT" ADDRESS: ";A$(C} 
58 PRJ NT" BUS! NESS NUMBER: "; B$ 
(C) 
69 PRJ NT" HOME NUMBER: "; H$ (C) 
79 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"MENU:":PRIN 
T:PRINT"<A>OO <D>ELETE <C>HANGE 
<S>AVE":PRINT"<L>OAO <F>IND <N>E 
XT <P>REV":PRINT"<H>ARDCOPY <O>U 
IT" 
88 A$-INKEY$:If A$-"" THEN 80 
90 IF A$- "P" THEN C-C·l:IF C-0 T 

specified f'lles are also listed. 
With OS-9 on the CoCo 3, I used cob · 

b 1 e r instead of OS9Gen to create new boot 
disks because it wa,; much easier. cobb1 er 
is not included with OS-9/68000. Instead, 
Microware made the OS9Gen utility very 
easy to use. Interactive Media Systems 
includes several script flies for creating 
boot disks. Since I haven' t received the 1/0 
board, alii had to do wa.< alter a script file 
so that it dido 't add the sound and mouse 
drivers to the new boot file. After this, 
making a boot disk was easy - I simply 
entered boot .Imfd, and the script file as
sembled the modules and built a boot file on 
the disk in Drive /dl. 

Another easy way to create boot disks is 
to copy the boot file from I dO to I d 1. Then 
just enter 

os9gen /dl ·eq-/dl/os 9boot 

The options · eq are used when linking to 
LSNO. The · e option tells the system to use 
an extended boot size (larger than 64K), 
and · q stands for "quick boot." It links 
LSNO lu point to the starting address of the 
boot file. The boot ROMs wtll then load the 
system from the OS9Boot ftle. Since OS9Boot 
is not limited to64K, lliketomakeamaster 
disk and just use this method to make boot 
disks. Another handy thing to know is that. 
unlike OS9Boot with Level II, the hoot file 
doesn't have to fit into a continuous space. 

Updated modules and drivers for the 
MM/1 and OSK have been posted on Del
phi and CompuScrvc in the OS-9 S!Gs. I 
recommend you check these updates and, if 
they are newer than what you received with 
your system, download the archive. After I 
stored the unarchived modules on my 
Bootmods disk, I created a new boot file. 
The ftrst thing I noticed when booting after 
that is the boot ftle loads and executes much 
quicker. Disk access is also somewhat faster. 
Another feature is that the console bell now 
beeps (it seems there was a bug in the early 
wi ndi o driver). 

When setting up a startup file for OSK, 
make sure the first line is something like 

i ni z /dO / dl /rO /tO /tl /p 

When booting a floppy-based system. it 
isn 't necessary that you mitalize the drivers 
using i ni z. However, it is required for 
hard-drive systems, and it makes good sense 
to ~o ahead and do it on floppy systems. 
Thts way they are at the top of memory and 
their buffers have already been initialized. 
It also keeps the system from fragmenting 
memory.! always did the same tlung in my 
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HEN C-1: GOTO 20 ELSE GOTO 20 
100 IF A$-"N" THEN C-C+1: IF C>CC 

THEN C-CC: GOTO 20 ELSE GOTO 20 
110 IF A$-"0" THEN CLS:PRINT"TYP 
E GOTO 20 TO RESUME": END 
120 IF A$-"A" THEN CC-CC+1 :C- C+1 
:CLS:LINEINPUT"NAME: ";N$(C):LIN 
EltjPUT"AODRESS: ";AHCl:LINEINPU 
T"BUSINESS NUMBER: ";B$(C):LJNEI 
NPUT"HOHE NUMBER: ":HHCJ:GOTO 2 
0 
130 IF A$-"C" THEN CLS:LINEINPUT 
"NAME: ";N$(CJ:LINEINPUT"ADORESS 
: ";AHCl: LINE I NPUT"BUSINESS NUM 
BER: ";B$(C}:LINEINPUT"HOME NUMB 
ER: ";HHCJ:GOTO 20 
140 If A$-"S" THEN CLS:PRJNT"REA 
DY OI SK ... ": EXEC44539: OPEN"O", 1. 
"PHONE#S/PHN":FOR X-1 TOCC:PRINT 
lll.N$(X l: PRINT#! ,A$(X l: PRJ NT#! ,B 
$(X l: PRINT#l.HH X l: NEXT:CLOSE: PR 
I NT"SAVEO ... ": EXEC44539: GOT020 
150 IF A$-"L" THEN CLS:PRINT"REA 
OY OISK ... ":EXEC44539:0PEN"I",l, 
"PHONE#S/PHN":FOR X-1 TO CC:LINE 
INPUT#l,N$(X}: LINEINPUT#l,A$( Xl: 
Ll NEI NPUT/11, B$ (X l: Ll NEINPUT#1, H$ 
(X): NEXT: CLOSE: PRJ NT"LOAOED ... ": 
EXEC44539: GOT020 
160 IF A$-"F" THEN CLS:LINEINPUT 
"NAME: ";f$:FOR X- 1 TO CC:IF INS 
TR( N$(X },FSJ<>0 THEN C-X:GOTD 20 

ELSE NEXT:PRINT"NOT FOUND ... ":E 
XEC 44539: GOT020 
170 IF A$-"0" THEN N$(C}-"":A$(C 
}-"": B$(C)- "" :H$(C)- "" :GOT020 
180 IF A$- "H" THEN CLS:PRINT"REA 
DY PRINTER ... ":EXEC44539:PRINT#· 
2,"NAME: ";N$(Cl:PRJNT/1·2,"AOORE 
SS: ";AS(C):PRINTH·2,"BUSINESS N 
UMBER: ";8$(Cl:PRINT/I·2,"HOME NU 
MBER: ";H$(C J:GOT020 
190 GOTO 80 

startup file on the CoCo 3. There, if you 
dido 't initialize the floppy-disk drivers, the 
drive would sometimes stay on after the 
system switched to the hard drive. 

Next month I' II discuss some other fea
tures OSK offers and share my initial expe
riences with the OS-9/68000 C compiler. 

John Donaldson is a software engineer 
in the gas-turbine division of Stewart & 
Stevenson Services.ln addition to working 
with computers, his hobbies include ama
teur radio, model railroading and sailing. 
His Delphi username is VAXELF. 

Special Back Issue Offer -
Magazines $1 each 
Disks $6 each -
while supplie,s,....la,s,...l!,........,.,...,,......,...., 

llt• PC Compnfbl• Ma~aln• 

SOFT 
SECTOR_.,., 
SysStat 
Understanding Memory 
Printer Control 

Sorting Array Data 

EasyFile11Aanip.~lat10ns 
Prompts with style and more 

SOFT 
SECTOR..., .... 
Patriotic Graphics 
Maze Escape 
Stellar Blasi 
Scrolling 
A Look at Memory 
Utility Commands 

Tecnna~ O&A aOd more 

To order, call (800) 847-0309 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. EST. 

BONUS OFFER: 
Soft Sector Bmders $3 Each 
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EDDIEKUNS 

Using the Forums 
Last month I introduced basic informa

tion about Delphi Forums. Thi~ month. 
let's build on that foundation. 

So what is a thread'? Basically, all replies 
to a given message, and rephes to these 
replies, constitute a thread. A thread is a 
continuing discussion. You can tell a mes
sage is pan of a thread if, after readin& the 
message,youseethemessageEnter FOL
LOW for related Message(s).lf 
you type FOLLOW at the FORUM> prompt. 
you are shown the next message in the 
thread. You need only press ENTER after 
each message to see the following message 
in the thread; between messages you will 
see Press RETURN for related 
Message( s ). When you have read all of 
the following me'saJ\eS in the thread, you 
see the message End of Thread. 
Press RETURN to resume. At this 
point. pressing ENTER brings you to the 
first available message following themes
sage where you typed FOLLOW. 

The reverse of the FOLLOW command is 
BACK. U you enter BACK, you M:e the 
thread in reverse. Ftrst you see the message 
the current message ism reply to. The next 
time you press ENTER you see the message 
which that message was in reply to, etc. 
You won't necessarily see every message 
in a thread when you use this command. 

The Forum software keeps track of all 
rne,>ages you have read, but only until you 
leave Forum. Thus, if you follow a thread 
and then exit Forum, you may set your 
high-message counter higher than you want. 
The high-message counter is set to the 
highest me,sage number you read, even 
though you ha'e not read all intervening 
Forum article,, lf you don't want to skip 
messages like this. you can use the HIGH 
command to set your high-me,!Kigecounter 
to make sure that you don 'tl~e any mes
sages. Here i' an example: 

FORUM> high 

Last Message in Forum: 632B7 
High Message on Entry: 62B06 
Current High Message : 63215 
New Value (or RETURN): 

I can type the number I want my high
message counter set to, or I can just press 
El\TER to keep my current setting. 

Uyouenter READ NEW right before ex
iting Forum, you are presented with the 
lowest numbered new message you haven't 
read in this Forum session. A new message, 
of course, b a me;sage higher numbered 
than your high-message counter when you 
entered Forum. Thus, if you READ NEW 
and then set your high-message counter to 
the message number of that message, you 
won't miss any Forum messages. 

Now that you know what a thread is, 
how do you add your own thoughts to a 
thread? U you have just read the message to 
which you want to reply, simply enter R E
PLY. You can also type REPLY article
number, where articl~-number is the num
ber of the Forum message you want to re;>ly 
to. Either of these commands drop you into 
Delphi's simple line editor. Enter your reply 
and pressCTRL-Zor I EXIT when you are 
finished. You can also enter I ED IT to 
enter your chosen online editor, I LIST to 
list the lines you have entered so far, and I 
DEL to delete the last line of your article. 

If you have uploaded a response into 
your workspace- thus doing the editing 
offline and saving yourself some money
enter REPLY article-number filename to 
enter your reply. Don't forget to delete the 
file from your workspace when you are fin
ished! You can also enter REPLY MAlL to 
send a private reply via Mail. 

If you want to start a thread- say you 
have a question you want to ask - uo;e the 
ADD command. Simply enter ADO and an
swer all the prompts. You need to dectde 
who the message is to (the default i' ALL). 
the me"age topic, and the message's sub
ject. Be careful to make the subject mean 
ingful. Aft~r ~nt~ring ADD, use Delphi's 
simple line editor described above. 

What do you do when you see a lengthy 
thread in whtch you arecompletely uninter
ested? You certainly don't want to spend 
the time online reading through it. If you 
enter IGNORE THREAD, Forum remem
bers to not 'how you any articles which 
belong to the same thread as the current 
article. 

The IGNORE command is much more 
powerful than this, however. You can also 
enter IGNORE SUBJECT AUTO to ignore 
all messages with AUTO in the subject. U 
there are cenain people you don't want to 
hear from, you can enter IGNORE FROM 
name where name is the Delphi usemame 
of the person you want to ignore. IGNORE 
settings remain in effect only until _you 
leave Forum or change them. IGNORE 
NONE turns off all IGNORE settings. 

Two more very useful commands are + 
and -. If you just finished reading Forum 
message 63035, entering +5 shows you 
message 63040. Of course if message 63040 
has been deleted, it shows a following 
message. You could also have typed - 2 to 
,ee Forum Message 63033. Entenng only -
is equivalent to entering CURRENT -the 
current message is redtsplayed. One nice 
thing about the - command is that it does 
not interrupt the flow of REAO NEW ; when 
you press ENTER by itself, you see the next 
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new messa;.e. In contrast, if instead of -2 
you enter o3033, pressing ENTER shows 
you m~ssag~ 63034 lk:Xl. 

lfsomeone has sent you a "See you next 
Tuesday" messa~e in Forum, and you de
cide that it doesn t need to >tay around any 
longer, you can use I he DEL tT E command 
to delete the Forum message. You can de
lete any message you have po~tcd to Forum 
and any m~'"'g~ posted to you. Be careful: 
once a mes.age is deleted. no one can get it 
back. 

The appropriate final command to de
scribe th1s month is LAST. Ju!.t a> in mail, 
LAST displays the highest-numbered mes
sage. Remember, this sets your high-mes
sage counter to the highest message in 
Forum! If you want to read some of the 
prior messages. you may want to use the 
HIGH command before leavinjl Forum (or 
the next time you enter Forum tfyou wrote 
down your desired high-message number). 

Next month I'll finish describing Fo
rum, touching on some more advanced 
commands. 

June Uploads 
In the OS-9 SIG General Information 

database, Tim Kientzle (TIMKIENTZLE) 
released a file containing MM/1 expansion 
information, including mformation about 
monitors, keyboards, SCSI hard disks and 
mice that are known to work with the MM/ 
1. He has also included useful hardware 
information. Cray Augsburg (CRA Y) 
uploaded THE RAINBOW's submission 
guidelines. Jim Vestal (JlMVESTAL) sub
mitted Allen Huffman's report on the First 
Annual Last Cocofest. Chris Burke (CO
COXT) explains how to install a new 6309 
CPU in your CoCo without physically 
removing your 6809 - somethi n~;~ many 
may want to do when installing the1r Pow
erBoost, which Marty Goodman (MAR
TYGOODMAN) reviews. Chris Burke also 
released a patch to booster and informa
tion to help those who get Error 221 when 
trying to run booster -both in the 

~~~~ Plug 'n' Go for Your CoCo! 

--~IF NX-1 020 
Thts CoCo compat1b>e NX-t02(1 system sets new standards 1n color 
pnnter pertormance ... 225 cps. 4 NLO lonts oncludmg Scnpt, plus a 
h1gh speed draft font; but the enhancements don t stop there, Add a 
16k buffer,aspec1al quiet mode,top teed. botlom and rear tractor. and 
the liS( goes on. Seven on-demand colors. 8 color graphic modes, 
Epson and IBM emulat1on for maximum software compatibility 
Vtrtualty everything desired 1n a pronter IS here- speed, color and 
versatil ity at an affordable pnce with a 2 year warranty. 

Our Plug'n'Go for the Coco system includes: 
• NX-1020 Multi Font Color Printer 

• Blue Streak Ultima 823995 
• Softwllfe Support Disk 
• Color Graphics Utilities • """ ,..,. .i ........... 

Th1s CoCo compat1ble NX-1001 system IS fully featured With 4 NLO 
plus a draft font. 10 character SIZes from Sllbscnptto quadruple SIZe, 
4k buffer, 180 cps, trictton and tractor feed. and much much more. 
Backed by a 2 Year warranty Epson and IBM emulahon modes for 
mal" mum software compatibility. A performer so versaltle you may 
never exhaust ~·s creative possibd1t1es! 
Our Plug'n'Go for the Coco system includes: 
• NX·1001 Multi Font Prlntsr 818888 
• Blus Streak Ultima 
• Software Support Disk .s,.s,~~ .. '''""""'" 

STAR 24 WIRE PRINTER SYSTEMS ALSO AVAILABLE! 
CoCo compatible • Color and Monochrome • Call for pricing 

The Ultimate Serial to 
Parallel Interface! 
The Blue Streak umma 
7 Swl tchable Baud Rates· 300 thru 19200! 

An Interface cable that converts the senal output of a CoCo 1, 2 or 3 
to a standard parallel formal, compatible with modern parallel pnnters. 
Connectmg the Ultima tsaseasyas pluggtng in the cable' The four pin 
dm plugs mto the sertalt/0 port ot your CoCo and the other end, a 36 
pm connector, connects to the parallel pon 
of the pnnter 
The Untma 1s powered V.ith the t5V sLpplied 
by most pnnters on pm t8 tf your pn1ter 
doPs not hav• t5Von pin 18 you ' t need to 
add the power opt on when ordenno 

83995 
•S2ShPC""'g 

POWERED VERSION 
ADO $600 

Order Your System Today ... Call (513) 885--5999 
DAYTON ASSOCIATES .rH~~r, INC. 
9644 Quailwood Trail • Spring Valley, Ohio 45370 
{f>ortllt.l too*•edtf..X~ofS.o.'liT 1 ~M,III·~·,••-lii'Mrf'IWI<tll~--llk., ISM. 

All Dayton Associale's products have 
a 30 day moneyback guarantee. 
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System Modules (6809) database. Finally, 
Alfredo T. Santos (ALFRADIO) released a 
history of the CoCo. 

In the Telecom (6809) database, Jim 
McDowell (JMLSOFT) released AutoQuest 
-a program useful when playing Delphi's 
Questforthe Hoi) Grail found in the Emer
tainment section. The program uses a split 
screen and is a front-end to Delphi's game. 
Hugo Bueno (MRGOOD) uploaded Vir
ginia's UUCPmap for someone who wanted 
to find a UUCP connection. Files like this 
appear from time to time in the databases 
but don't necessarily remain for years, as 
the information in them changes rapidly. 

Joel Hegberg (JOELHEGBERG) released 
a couple of useful utilities into the OSK 
Applications database-both run under K
WindowsontheMM/1. WSeeallowsyou to 
look at the contents of another window 
while SnapShot allows you to save the 
contents of another window to disk and 
view it later. Leonard Cassady (MAUDIB) 
uploaded a patch that customizes Uqvt70 
for DynaStar on the TC-70. 

Mark W. Farrell (XUO"'X) wrote a 
quite extensive review of methods of ap
plying patches. This is a companion to his 
prior upload NewLev2. a r, listing a great 
many known patches and enhancements to 
OS-9 Level 2 and applications. If you have 
been afraid to apply patches, fearing it 
would be too difficult or too dangerous, 
read this! 

In the CoCo SIG, Allen Huffman (SUBE-

General Information 
MMl EXPAIISION INFORMATION 
TIMKJEI\TZLE Tim Kientzle 
CALL FOR PROGRAMMERS 
NIMITZ David Graham 
RAINBOW SUBMISSION GUIDELINES 
CRA Y Cra; Aug.~hurg 
COCOFEST REPORT BY ALLEN HUFFMAN 
JIMVESTAL Jim Vestal 
6309 INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
COCOXT Christopher Burke 
COCO CHRONICLES 
ALFRADIO Alfredo T. San1os 
INFO ON PO~ER BOOST 
MARTYGOODMAN Marty Goodman 

Applications (6809) 
TRIM BYTES FROM FILES 
ESCHUL VI AN Ench Schulman 
GO LFHC P: GOLF HANDICAP UTL. 
RA YMA YEUX Raymond Mayeux 
MDIR 4.00: MODULE OIR. UTILITY 
MITHELEN Paul Jerkati s 

Telecom (6809) 
AOTERM MINI TERMINAL PROGRAM 
JMLSOFT Jim McDowell 
AUTOQUEST BUFFER INSTRUCTIONS 
JMLSOFT Jim McDowell 
AUTOQUEST VERSION 1.0 
J?\tLSOFr Jim McDowell 
VIRGINIA UUCP MAP 
MRGOOD Hugo Bueno 

System Modules (6809) 
BOOSTER ERROR 221 INFO 
COCOXT Christopher Burk.e 
FIXBOOSTER: PATCH FOR POWERBOOST 
COCOXT Christopher Burke 

Games & Graphics 
KSCOPE RAYTRACE (GIF) 
JO~AER John Baer 

Programmers Den 
GIFTOPPM CONVERTER 
THEFERRET Philip Brown 

OSK Applicalions 
WSEE FOR THE MMfl 
JOELHEGBERG Joel Hegberg 
SNAPSHOT FOR THE MM/ 1 
JOEI.HEGBERG Joel flegberg 
TEXPRF: TEX!NFO TO PROFF 
JOliN REED John Wainwright 
GRAPHICAL CLOCK FOR MM/1 
JOELHEGBERG Joclllcgbcrg 
SH DOCUMENTATION 
11-IEFERRET Philip Bruwn 

THA) released a report of the FlJ"st Annual 
Last CoCoFest at Chicago. Cray Augsburg 
{CRAY) released THE RAINBOW's submis
sion guidelines. These two groups are the 
same as those in the OS-9 SlG. Also dupli
cated is Alfredo Santos' (ALFRADIO) his
tory of th" Color Cornput"r. 

In Utilities & Applications. Joe San
nucci (SANNUCCI) uploaded the final ver
sion of Japan] 23 by Larry Greenfield. 1l1is 
program allows you to edit Japanese text, 
and print it to a dot-matrix printer. Erich 
Schulman (ESCHULMAN) released a pro
gram which allows viewing . MAX files on an 
IBM PC-type computer. John Saya's 
(SA YA) Switch program converts an ASCU 
data tile into a BASIC tile you can load and 
run. When you run the switched file, you 
see the original text file! 

Many Goodman (MARTYGOODMAN) 
reviews the Burke & Burke PowerBoost in 
the Product Reviews & Announcements 
database. Alvin Cotton (ACOTTON) released 
the StarLink BBS in the Telecommunica
tions database. 

F.ddie Kuns i.< pursuing a doctorate in 
physics at Rutgers University. He lives in 
Aurora, Illinois , and works as a program
mer and researcher at Fermilah. Eddie is 
the database manager oft he OS-9 SIG and 
can be reached online as EDDIEKUNS. 

UQVT70 MODIFIED FOR OYNASTAR 
MAUDIB Leonard Ca~atly 

OSK Telecom 

Product Review 

GrafExpress 2.0: 
On the Road to 

Multimedia 

Multimedia on a CoCo? That's a pretty 
tall order for an 8-bit computer - even a 
machine as powerful as my beloved CoCo 
3. So it was with some skepticism that l read 
Sundog Systems' advertisement for Graf
Express 2.0. When I received the product 
for review, T got a chance to see if that 
skepticism was warranted. 

GrafExpress is a library of software 
routines that allows you to create your own 
high-speed, high-resolution graphics pro
grams. It also includes support for four
voice sound. This library gives you the 
tools you need to write. say, the next great 
arcade game or perhaps a user-friendly 
application complete with a fantastic GUJ. 
GrafExprcss doesn't add commands to DA
stc but works wiTh it. You can write pro
grams in BASIC or assembly language (an 
assembler is not included), or a combina
tion of the two. 

GrafExpress requires a CoCo 3 and a 
disk drive. Although the package works 
fine with 128K, you'll find 512K adds toil 
a great deal of flexibility. 

Graphic images can be generated through 
typical drawing commands such as box, 
line, rectangle. circle, color, set and fill. 
These commands can address locations that 
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extend beyond the viewing area, and that 
portion of the drawing that is visibk will be 
displayed correctly through the window. 
The graphics area may be scrolled to reveal 
different pans ofthe drawing. Graphics can 
also be loaded from disk and displayed. 

GrafExpress gives the CoCo 3 program
mer the ability to use sprites- "magical" 
little graphics elements that can be moved 
around the screen. passing under or over 
other images. Sprites can be generated us
ing drawing commands or loaded from 
disk, and two types are supported: "sticky" 
sprites leave a copy of themselves when 
they are moved, while "nonsticky"' sprites 
move around the screen without changing 
the background. Sprites are assigned a 
numerical value for identitlcation, and 
functions are included that tell the system if 
a sprite comes in contact with another sprite 
or range of sprites. Stationary sprites can be 
used to define boundaries for a moving 
object - by checking for a collision, the 
program knows ifthe sprite has moved into 
the boundary. Collisions between moving 
sprites can also be tested. 

GrafExpress allows you to create and 
manage windows. These windows can cover 
the entire screen or occupy only a portion of 
it. The} may overlap. but GrafExrress does 
not save the image under a window. You 
must preserve the image your>elf if you '11 
need to restore it later. Alternatively you 
can rewrite the entire window after the 
covering window is closed. Each window 
can function independently of other win
dows and may contain completely different 
images or information. Windows can also 
work as a virtual viewport into a complete 
image, allowing various parts of the image 
to be seen. 

PH! LMA I L: UUCP OFFLINE MAlL READ ~;::==============================;---THEFERRET Philip Brown I 

Tutorials & Education 
HOW TO SAFFt Y 00 PATCHfS 
XLI ONX Mark W. Farrell 

COCOSIG 

General Information 
COCONUTS OF AMERICA CLUB 
BFLAHIVE Brian Flahive 
LAST FEST ' 92 REPORT 
SUBETHA Allen I Iuffman 
RAINOOW SUBMISSION GUID[LIN[S 
CRA Y Cray Augsburg 
ARCHIVE D COCO CHRONICLES 
MAR l"YUOOUMAN Many Goodman 
THE -coCO"" CHRONICLES 
ALFRADIO Alfredo T. Santos 

CoCo 3 Graphics 
COLOR DEMO 
BFLAHJVE Brian Flahive 
BEATLES IN CM3 
DEAN HOLDER Dean J I older 
STAR TREK: TNG RASCAN IMAGES 
DEAN HOLDER Dean Holder 
BOUNCIN" BALL 
SANNLCCI Joe Sannucci 

Utilities & Applications 
JAPANESE · WRITER PROGRAM 
SANNLCCI Joe Sannucci 
VIEW .MAX IMAGES ON A PC 
ESCHULMAN Erich Schulman 
SWITCH - UPDATED 
SAYA John Saya 
SWITCH 
SAY A John Saya 

Games 
COOKIE MONSTER TO DISK 
MARTYGOODMAN Marty Goodman 

l'roduct Rel'iews & Announcement 
INFO ON POWER BOOST 
MARTYGOODMAN Many Goodman 

Telecommunications 
STARLI NK BBS 
A COTTON Alvin Conon 

Covering 
the Complete, 
Line of Populat 
Tandy 
MS-DOS 
and Portable 
Computers 
Call (5021 228-4492 for infonnation: 
(ROf)) R47-0.~!l9 for VISA/MC/AMF.X nnlef' 
PCM ·sa rtt:i...tero.l mltlc~ruuli. of Fahoft.ll'tt;, 
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Text can be displayed onscreen in a 
variety of ways. Font width and height are 
easily altered. and characters <:an be dis
played with a solid background color or 
may be transparent, allowing the back
ground to show through. Scrolling text on a 
graphics screen is also easy to accomplish. 

GrafExpress' music commands provide 
programmer> with the ability to work with 
up to tour votces at one time. A sound's 
envelope (the way the sound starts, sus
tains, and dies away) and tin1bre (e.g., brass, 
flute or any imaginable quality) can be 
controlled. Although pitch is specified 
through a non-musical system of numbers, 
the system provides the ability to generate 
a greater variety of sounds; and the docu
mentation includes suggestions for creat
ing special sound effects. A table for con
verting the numerical values to musical 
notes is also included. Other sound com
mands allow you to change the tempo and 
duration of a sound. 

Finally, GrafExpress has commands that 
provide joystick support for systems with 
and without the Tandy Hi-Res adapter. The 
clock speed of the CoCo 3 can also be 
controlled using a simple command. 

Programs written in BASIC call Graf
Express by first setting up a string variable 
that includes the commands to be passed 
then executing GrafExpress. The program 
works with integer variables so that nu
merical values can be updated as it runs. 
This may cause some difficulty since BASIC 

on the CoCo is always in the floating-point 
mode. But if you remember that you must 
remove any pan of a numher to the right of 
the decimal point (using FIX or I NT), you 
shouldn't have any trouble. Several ex
amples of how to write programs using 

GrafExpress are included on the distribu
tion disk, and the documentation clearly 
explains each function of GraJExpress. 
When writing BASIC programs for usc with 
the system, you will find thatthe command 
syntaX for GraJExpres~ is very similar to 
that supported by Disk BASIC. 

Machine-language programs call the 
GrajExpress routines directly by setting up 
the necessary registers and executing a J S R 
to GrafExpress. Sundog Systems has m
cluded ftles that make gening started easy. 
By including the assembly-language ftles 
in your own progran1s and initializing Graf
Express, your machine-language creations 
can benefit from the graphics and sound 
routines available with GraJExpress. The 
examples included on theGrajExpressdisk 
are well-commented and make it easy to 
write your own programs. 

The documentation for GrajExpress is 
in the form of a typeset 48-page booklet. Its 
four sections cover various aspects of the 
system and include detailed explanations of 
all of the instructions. The first section 
explains in general terms the function of the 
system and how the remainder of the book
let is organized. This section also explains 
some of the philosophy behind the develop
ment of GrafExpress. This information is 
helpful when writing programs since it helps 
you understand how the instructions inter
act with your computer. 

The second (and largest) section gives 
detailed explanations of each GrajExpress 
function. The information is organized 
logically according to the type of function. 
Specific examples regarding the general 
use of each instruction are included, as are 
tips for more efficient useofthe instruction. 

Section 3 is intended for those who want 

Thecriticswillbe raving about thtsstnategy gam~ Based on an original concept by author JeffSteidel. 
Photo" is an addictive t~·muncber in the spirit of I..cmmittp.,... and Tcfristw. Match wits with 
Luda'idc:, the evil power druid, as you reason yourwaythroughover 60 devious lcvck The numerous 
original music scores, di~tizedspeechand sound effects. and plcasinganimationand grapbicnnrich 
Pltotort to make it an unparalleled gaming experience. Soon to be rdcased on a variety of computer 
platfo111"1$, the CoCo Community is lucky enough to be ~vtn tint glance atthi5fantastic. pmC"! Req. 
t28k CoCo-3, disk drive, and jo)Otick. 

$34.95 

""·w•••.• wv••w.•••.•••w •• wy.··t t•••.w.wO".W""''w.w.-- •.w .... ... , 

50CKJ OFF! 
SundogSyskms is blowillgo~trselededback-f.toc.k.software,and you can now takeadvantageoftbese 
bargaimtocompleteyourSundogcoUec.tionl Fora limited time. youc.an buysomeofthe best CoCo 
games at509' offrddpri«!!Half off factory-new game software ... you'll never find a better deal! 

Paladin's Legacy 
Hall of the King 1, 2, or~ 
Kung· Fu Dude 
White Fire of Eternity 
Dragon Blade 
Champion 

reg, $24.95 

rcg.$29.95 

rtg.l24.95 

rtg.$19.95 

rtg.l19.95 

reg.$19.95 

now$12.451 
now$14.951 
now$12.451 

now$9.951 
now$9.951 
now$9.951 

to use GrajExpress with assembly language. 
It explains how to include the source-code 
files on the disk, making the use of Graf
Express functions in your programs much 
easier. 

The fourth section covers the use of the 
system's auxiliary programs. The Graf
Express distribution disk includes several 
auxiliary programs that help you create 
your own programs. Pic-Maker provides 
an easy way to build sprites in any of the 
supported resolutions. Wave-Maker is a 
neat application you can use to generate 
sound waves for use with the sound func
tions. I was able to create sound waves and 
envelopes with Wave-Maker and was im
pressed with its appearance and function. 
Onscreen buttons make it easy to test sounds 
under different conditions. ArtExpress is a 
simple graphics editor that allows you to 
create pictures in the 256-color mode (256 
colors are available only with a color com
posite video monitor or a color television). 
All of these applications were written using 
GrafExpress functions. Probably the best 
part about these applications is the fact that 
the source code is included on the disk. Tit is 
allows you to take a look at how programs 
are written for GraJExpress. Other utilities 
allow you to import portions of any 
HSCREEN2 graphicsscreenandCoCo 3 fonts 
for use with GrajExpress. 

Although there is no index in the man
ual, the table of contents includes enough 
entries that readers are quickly guided to 
the desired information. A siugle errata 
sheet explaiqed the use of some of the 
newer utilities and also gave information 
on how to patch GrafE.xpress for use with 
ADOS. 

If you write an application that relies on 
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GrafExpress routines, you can legally dis
tribute only those portions of the program 
that you have written. If another person 
wants to run your application, he must have 
his own copy of GrafExpress for the pro
gram to work. Alternatively, Sundog Sys
tems offers licensing agreements under 
which you may distribute your application 
along with those pans of GrafE:>.press 
needed to make your program functional. 

In my time with the product. everything 
appeared to function as it should. As ex
pected. the a%embly-language programs 
performed faster than the BASIC programs, 
but even th~ BASIC programs ran with in
credible speed. There is certainly nothing 
wrong with that. The only "fault" I noticed 
was that the cursor kept jumping to the right 
side of the screen when I used the Hi-Res 
joystick adapter. This may need a little 
tweaking on the part of Sundog Systems. 
Although the system works with 128K, 
you'll be able to use more sprites, windows 
and screens-as well as longer music- if 
you have 512K in your CoCo 3. In other 
words, at least in this case, more is better. 

11te documentation was far better than 
much of the documentation I've seen, and 
the supporting programs and programming 
examples make it easy for the average 
programmer to write his own applications. 
And more-experienced programmers 
should be able to write some really fantastic 
games and business and graphics applica
tions using GrajExpress. (Sundog Systems, 
2/ Edinburg Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15235, 
412-372-5674; $34.95 plus $2.50 SIH). 

-Bill Budenholzer 

RICK'S COMPUTER 
ENTERPRISE 

(600} 787-5783 
COOs Add $2.50 

P.O. BOX276 
LmERTY, KY. 42539 

SEE MY AD PAGE 
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CELSIUS FROM COVER 

other. As written, the program works on the 
CoCo 3, though it should be fairly easy to 
modify for use with a CoCo I or 2. 

The relationships between the Fahren
heit and Celsius temperature scales are given 
by two simple equations (actually one equa
tion that can be invened depending on the 
conversion desired). As shown in Line 210 
of CELSIUS. the equation for convening 
from Fahrenheit to Celsius is 

C = CF-321*5 
9 

where C and Fare the Celsius and Fahren
heit values. respectively. Rearranging terms, 
if we know the Celsius value, we can deter
mine the conrseponding Fahrenheit value 
using 

F=~+32 
5 

This formula appears in Line 290, though I 
use different names for the variables in
volved. 

It is things like this that make using the 
CoCo so much fun. I hope your curiosity is 
similarly piqued by the little things in life. 

Roger Carlson is a quality-assurance 
consultant in the Chicago area. In addition 
to using his CoCo. he enjoysfishing, camp
ing and being owdoors. Roger's Delphi 
usemame is PERCH. 

CoCo3 

The Listing: CELSIUS 

'CELSI US 
' BY ROGE R I. CARLSON (PERCH) 
'COPYRIGHT IC l 1992 
' BY FALSOFT. INC. 

5 ' RA: NBOW MAGAZ INE 
20 REM FO RM ULA FOR FAHRENHEIT TO 

CELS:US IS C-(F -32! • 1/ 9 
30 REM FO RM ULA FOR CELSI US TO FA 
HR ENHE I - I S F- C * 9/5 + 32 
40 REM IF YOU WANT TO GO HloHER 
THAN 99 ,999 .9 DEG REES . THEN ADO 
(I] SIGNS TO THE PR INT U SJ N~ COM 
MANOS. 
50 P0KE&HE03E. 36 
60 WIOTH40:C LS 
70 PALETTES , 255: PALETT£0. 0 
80 LUCATEI2. 10: PRINT"TEHP ERATURE 

90 LOCATE4, 12 : P~I~T"CO~ I E R T FAHR 
EN IIEIT TO CELS IUS" 
100 LOCATE6 ,14: PRJ NT"ANO CELSIUS 

TQ FAHR£NH f IT" 
l' 0 IOCATF0 .??:PRI NT"PRFSS ANY K 
EY" 
120 EX EC34442 : GOTO 130 
130 CLS: LOCATE18,8 : PRI NT"MENU" 
140 LOCATE13 ,10: PRJ ~T"1 ) FAHRE NH 
EIT" 
150 LOCATE13 ,12 : PRJ ~T "2) CELSIUS 

160 LOCATE13 , 14 ' PRJ 1T"3) QUIT" 
170 LOC.\TE0 , 22:PRI NT"SELECT 1-3" 
180 AN$-J NKEYI: IF A~$-""T"EN 180 
190 I ' ANI -''J'' T " E ~ 230 ELSE IF AN 
1•"2"THEN 270 ELSE IF ANI-"3"THE 
N 310 
200 CcS: LOCA TE12 . 11 : I ~p JT" FAHREN 
HUI " :f 
210 C-1 ' -32) •5/9 
220 c.s 
230 LOCATE8. 10 ' PRINH"DEGREES FA 
HRENHE IT -" 
240 LOCATE7 , 12: PRINTUSI NG"###IU. 
#" ;C ;: PRI NT" OF~RFFS CFIS IIJS" 
250 LOCAE 0.22 : PRJNT"PRESS ANY 
EY" 
260 EXEC34442:GOTO 133 
270 CLS 
280 LOCAE12 .10: JN PUT"ClL5JUS" :C 
E 
290 Cc- CE•9/5+32 
300 CLS 
310 LOCAE8.10 , PR JN TCE"DEGREES C 
ELSIUS •" 
3?~ IOOF7.1?:PRJNIUS1NG"#II###. f :CL;: 'RlNT" DEGREES FAHR ENH EIT 

330 LOCAE0,22:PRINT"PRESS ANY 
EY " 
340 EXEC34442:G3T3 133 
350 POKE&HE03E . 18 
360 PALETTE RGB m ~~gTH32 ~ 
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Feature Program 

While going through my back issues of 
THE RAINBOW, I came across a modified 
version oft he OS-'.Iecho command, written 
by Stephen Goldberg ("KISSable OS-9," 
March 1989, Page 153). Echo 

((revisited)) 
by John Collyer 

This version gives you some Unix-style 
enhancements that allow cenain types of 
screen control from within echo, making it 
far more useful. Since 1 was lucky enough 
to get a copy of OS-9 Level I, which in
cludes and assembler, 1 decided to try as
sembling this handy utility. 

As I entered the source code to Mr. 
Goldberg's utility, I thought it might be 
nice to have a way to repeat characters with 
the echo command. This would make cre
ating menus and the like much easier. l 
added the code to do this, and the version of 
echo printed here includes this code as well 
as a little hexadecimal feature from Steve. 

Those users without an OS-9 assembler 
can enter the RASIC'OQ procedure shown in 

Listing 2. Ma keEcho. b09 generates the 
executable echo program. If you are using 
BASIOJ9under Level I. however, make sure 
you change all references to /dd to another 
device(suchas /dOor / hO)thatissupponed 
under Level I. 

If you are using OS-9 Level II, the 
standard echo is loaded as a pan of she t I. 
For this reason, you may want to change the 
name echo to something else. This is easy to 
do with the assembly version, but the BA
str09 version requires a couple of changes 

(though still easy to make). To change the 
name to echi wl!h Make Echo. h09 , change 
all occurrences of echo to echi in the list
ing. Then change tbe value 239 in the second 
OAT A statement to 233. 

John Collyer has been programmin!( 
since he got his first Color Compwer in 
1987. He call be contacted at323 W. U11ion 
St. #6, Medina, OH 44256. Please include 
an SASE when requesting a reply. 

\n 
\c 
\f 

go to a new line (linefced) 
tenninate display without a uneteed 
clear the screen (form feed) 

\\ 
\x.o· 
\bx 
\r.OX,):>')" 

\rSxt". syy 

print a backslash 
print the character with an ASCII value of /Ill 
print the character with a Hex ASCII value of U 
print the character represented by .nx in ASCIJ yyy consecutive times 
ptintthe character represented by Hexxr in ASCII-'-'" consecutive times 

The new functions are documented in 
the source code (Listing 1), and the original 
functions are outlined in the March 1989 
issue. However, I have provided a brief 
overview (see Figure I). To generate a 
backslash in OS-9, hold CfRL and press 
the slash key. As you use the program. 
remember not to enter any numbers greater 
than 255. and make ; ure you put a comma 
between the parameters for the \ r option. 
Also remcmbertheccho output string hold' 
only 254 characters, so keep it at or under 
that number. This shouldn't be too difficult 
s ince you can always ente r another echo 
command line to fill in as needed. 

FifiUrtl 1: New Options for echo 

OS-9 

Listing I: Echo. asm 

* ECHO - COP YRIGHT (C) 1988 by S.B .GOLDBERG 

* New Hex conversion f unc t 1on : 
IIHD - pr• nt hex ~U ASCII charact er 

* New Repet ition f unct1on (C) 1991 by J . R. COLL YER 
\r#HU .HOU or lrl## ,l#ll- pri nt ASC II, numocr of ti mes 

hi count 
l ocount 
dcount 
rcount 
buffer 

ds i z . 

1fp1 
use /d0/defs/os9defs 
en de 

mod len , name. prg rm+obj ct , reent+l , entry , dsi z 

rmb I msb characte r count 
rmb 1 1 sb charact~r count 
rmb 1 digit cou nt 
rmb 1 repe t ition count 
rmb 255 maximum length 
rmb 200 stac k 
rmb 200 paramet er 
equ 

na me fcs /Echo/ 
fe b 4 eCI1t 1on number 

*,. .....,,. ....... : :;,. ..... ~:~ ! =~~~ .. ;: ~ , Go 1 dberg/ 

* GENERATE DISPLAY 

entr y rl r hi count ze r o charact~r COLIOt 

clr 1 ocoun t 
' eay burfer. u st a"t of text 
pshs y save parameter pointer 
'db .x+ get text character 
cmpb #'\ bac<sl ash? 

1 oop 

bne save no. save character 
' db ,x+ yes, get next C'Hl r acter 
cmpb ,. \ bac<.sl ush? 
beq save yes, save 1 t 
cmpb # ' I hex d1 gtts? 
bne make l ow no. cont 1 nue 
bsr hextobi n hex numbe .. to bin,Hy 
bsr checknum check f or hex dlg1ts 
bra sa ve save 1 t 

make I ow orb 132 make lowe" :ase 
cmpb t·c print wtthoJt carr iage return? 
b•4 ~H' ill ~ y~~. prinL 1 i ··~ cmpb ,. f for11 feed ( : 1 ear screen)? 
bne newl n no. check f or new ll ne 
. db l 10c yes. cl ea"' screen c1aracter 
hr< o;;avP !'i.dVP it 
cmpb l'n new line? 
bne repeat no. check for repetition 
. db #10a yes. 11 ne feed 
bra sa ve save It 

repeat cmpb ;· r repet1tion 1eeded? 

INTERCOM 

,?-o I have a 128K CoCo 3 with an FD-502 disk dri ve. 
a OMP-106 printcrand awlorTV. I would like to hear 
from pen pals bel ween 1hc ages of8 and 12. bul ( will 
write lo people o f all age!';. 

1958 Ww.hinxlcm .·h c·mtt' 
Portland, ME iJ..J/03 

CALII'ORNIA 
tr SIG '\E."I We'l l. Alan Shellra. P.O Bo' ~8713. 

Hollywood. 90038. (818) 76 1-4 I 35. BBS t81 8) 761-
472 

COLORADO 
1!t (. 'olor..1tlo Spnngs Color Compmcr Club. Bud Ward. 
I l l f; C laihome Road. Colorado Sprin~s. 80906-5513. 
(719) 392-826R 

CO'iNECTICl!T 
tt Connecticut CoConut Connection. Charles Jo\eph 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 22 
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bne dechnal no, 111ust be dec111al nu11ber 
cl r rcount zero repeat count 
bsr hexordec get repeat character 
bsr cl'iecknum c heck for d1g1t 
pshs b save 1t 
ldb ,x+ next character 
Cllpb , .. seperator? 
bne error no. ex1 t 
bsr hexordec yes. repeat count 
pul s • output charuter 
bsr checknwn d.1g1ts entered? 

reloop sto ,y+ save 1t 
1nc 1 ocount count 1 t 
decb done yet? 
bne rel oop no. go again 
bro loop cont1nue look1ng 

hexordec ldb ,x+ next character 
Clllpb #'$ hex d1g1ts? 
bne dec no. dec d1g1ts 
bsr hextob1 n yes. convert hex to bln 
rts return 

dec bsr dectob1 n decimal number to bin 
ldb .y get binary value 
rts yes, return 

check.num tst dcount digits entered? 
beq loop no. continue looking 
rts yes. return 

dec111al bsr dectobi n decimal to b1 nary 
ldb ,y get binary va 1 ue 
bsr checknum digits entered? 

save stb .y+ save output character 
inc 1 ocount count 1l 
cmpb #$9d end of parameter? 
bne 1 oop no. get next character 

pr1 nt ldy h1 count output 1 ength 
puls X output address 
lda I! standard output path 
os9 iSwritln pr1 nt 1t 
bcs out ex1 t with error 

error cl rb clear error flag 
out os9 Uex1 t quit 

• CONVERT HEX TO BINARY ............................ 
hex;tobi n c1 rb zero val ue 

cl r de aunt zero digit count 
bsr hexdi git convert digft 

hexdi gi t lda . x get chinacter 
suba #'0 make binary 
c11pa #9 more than 97 
bl s d1 g1 save no, cont1 nue 
lda .x get.. chcsrcscler 
and a #Sdf convert to upper case 
sub a #'0+7 make alpha character b1 nary 
C'Tipa #IS valid digit? 
bh1 back? no. rPturn 
c11pa #19 valid digit? 
bl 0 back2 no. return 
pshs • yes. save 1 t 
l<la #16 multiply old 

d1 gisa ve 

New from GALE FORCE 

NliTR0§9 
OS9 Level II expediter 

Nitr0S9 patches 059 Level II to utilize the added features 
of the 63a9 microprocessor. 

·faster &rap hies -rapid texl updates 

. sm oolher multitasking 

. warp drive 1/0 

-quicker system calls 
· HD63B09E native mode 

Up,rades to Nitr0S9 version l will be: made •vailablc free 
tbrous:h Delphi, CompuserTc, and other bulletiD boards. 
M sil ord~r upcr•d~s will bf!; h•ndl~d fnr a smallS&: H fee. 
t.' pdates will be made continually. 

NltTOS9 software only 
NltTOS9 Kit 
· eomll'~ with r:ompletll' lnatal1allon lnalrur:ltons plus necc1s•rr hardware . 

$34.8) 
$49.50 

KWKKGEN vl.Ol 

Still UJing OS9Cen, Cobbler, or Configf 
Get a REAL bootfile editor. 

·Editing done In memory 

· Load boot from 
disk or memory 

• Edit existing boot flies 
In place easily 

KwikGen requires 059 Level I, 
or 059 l.evd II. 

100"4 assembly code 

Chonge order of modules 
In seconds 

• Patch modules 

$24.95 u.s. 

Shipping and handling is $4 .0a. 
Call or write for our free catalogue. 
Please call tor Canadian pflces. 
Checks: Allow 4- 6 weeks for delivery. 
Money orde rs: processed immediately for 
KWIK delivery. 

aul total by 16 
addb .s+ add current d1g1t 
leax l.x bu.ap po1nter 
Inc dcount count digit 

back.2 rts return 
*************************** 
* COUERT DECIMAL TO BINARY 
*************************** 
dectob1 n leax -l.x 

clrb 
clr dcount 
bsr decdi g1 t 
bsr decd1 g1 t 

decd1g1t Ida .x 
suba #'B 
c•pa 19 
bhi back 
pshs a 
lda #lB 
IIUI 
addb .s+ 
adca 18 

Listing 2, Ha keEcho. b99 

PROCEDURE HakeEcho 

reset po1 nter 
zero nlue 
zero digit count 
first d1g1t 
next 2 d1g1ts 
get d1g1t 
aake: binary 
valid digit? 
no. return 
yes. save 1t 
... lt1ply old 
total by ten 
itdd current d1 git 
greater than 2551 

(* Generates the binary module Echo * ) 
(* Level I · change itll /dd to /d9 *) 
DIM path.byt,BYTE 
DIM count' INTEGER 
CREATE #path. "/dd/cmds/Echo" ,WRITE 
FOR count-1 TO 249 
READ byt 
PUT fpath.byt 
NEXT count 
CLOSE #path 
SHELL "ottr /dd/cmds/Echo e pe" 
END 
DATA 135.205.0.249 .0.13.17 .129.209 .0.38. 2.147. 69.99 
DATA 104.239.4 .49. 99.41.49.57. 56.56. 32.83. 46.66.46 
DATA 71.111.108.109.98.191.114.193.15. 9.15 .1.49 .68 
DATA 52,32.230,128,193.92.38 .96.230.128,193, 92,39, 90 
DATA 193,36.38,6,141,108 .141. 71.32.80. 202.32,193.99 
DATA 39.82.193,102,38 ,4.198.12 .32. 66.193,110,38,4,198 
DATA 18,32 ,58,193.114 .38 .48.15 .3 .141.25 .141,37 ,52 ,4 
DATA 230.128 .193,44,38,69,141,13. 53.2 ,141. 23 .167.169 
DATA 12.1.90 ,38,249 ,32.179.239,128,193 .36 .38.3 .141 
DATA 41.57 .141.>·7 ,230.1G4,57 .13.2.39.161.57. 141.67 
DATA 230,164,141,245.231,160,12.1.193.13 .38. I46. 16 
DATA 158.9.53.16.134 .1,16 .63.140 .37 .I. 9S .16.63 .6 .95 
DATA 15.2 .141.9. I 66.132. 128.48.129.9.35 .14.166. 132 
DATA 132.223.128.55.129.15 .34. 15.129 .10. 37 .II. S2 .2 
DATA 134.16.61.235,224,48 .1 .12 .2. 57.48.31,95 .15. 2.141 
DATA 2.141.9.166,132.128 .48.129. 9. 34.17. 52.2.134.19 
DATA 61.235 . 224.137.0.38. 6.231.164.48 .1.12 .2. 57.196 
DATA 130.187 
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K W li K Z A P vl.l 
Fast and powerful f ile editor/zapper 

- display updating Is 
Instantaneous 

• dynamic sector stack 

-work on file or stock 

• 100'1, assembly code 

- searching functions 

· ullows editin g of nibbles 
or ho If bytes 

- ' smart• verify cammond 

- conflguroble environment 

·built In help· easy to use 

Jiu. 95 u.s. 
N E W ! lore REAL softtm at UNREAL prices N E W ! 

Two time-tested favourites 

M SF IM 5 
MSDOS File Manager 

· a~~ca• 11118D08dt•k• aadcr 088 

· aeee .. MSP' roraatte4 dl•ka 
••4~r M8D08 
· CHD to M8008 dlal 
· ao•t c•m•oa 089 atllltlc• wlll 
worlr: oa 118P 4t•lr:a 

· reaaac lf8D08 file• 
· delete 118008 fUea 

• rea o.-e dtraetorlea oa 
118DOe dlak• 

• wlldear-4 eopJID.C (wb.le.ll eaa t.e 
••c4 rol" a ora al 0 89 a•c a a well I) 

118F re,atre• 088 LeY~I II 
aad 84tak3 

$35.00 

Send check or money order to : 

Informational Management 
System 

Learn· how to rua IM S pro,ram s 
- bow to write your ow a IM S 
p rocram.s 
• to wort ia Ute iateracth·e 
ea•iroam eat 

Get the power o£ other •~r:i s:ber eacl• 
database •oftware uader OS9, 
Level t aad II. 

Requires ZS6K RAM &llCl 
two floppy drives. 

Doa 't let tb~ price fool you. 

Only $65.00 !!! 

Gale Force Enterprises 
P.O. Box 66036 Station 'F'. Vancouver. 

B.C .• Canada. V5N 5L4 

(6 04) 589-1660 SAM SPM PST (voice) and s upport RRS SPM -SAM PST 
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INTERCOM 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20 

Scanlon, 2 Eagle Lane, Simsbury. ()(>()70. (203) 657-
8373 

•• LORIDA 

tt The Color Computer 3 Users Group. Tom Batch
elder, 6042 Syrde Ave., Milton, 32570, (904) 623-
4405 

GEORGIA 
11' Atlama Computer Society, Inc., Alan R Dages, 
4290 Bells Ferry Road Suite 10639, Kennesaw, 30144, 
(404)469-5111 voice, (404)636-2991 modem 

IDAHO 
tt Snake River Color Computer Club, E.m1l Franklin, 
1750 Carmel Drive, Idaho Falls, 83403, (208) 522-
0220 

ILLINOIS 
'D' Cook County Color Computer Club, Howard 
Luckey. 10 McCarthy Rd., Park Forest, 60466-2122. 
(708) 747-{)117 
1!' \1otorolaMicroComputerCiub, Steve Adler, 1301 
East Algonquin Rd., Shaumburg, 60196, (708) 576-
3044 

IOWA 
tt Metro Area Color Computer Club, Joe Cavallaro, 
2425 Ave A. Co. Bluffs. 51501. (712) 322-2438 
tt M1d Iowa & Country CoCo. Teny Simons, 1328 
48th Street, Des Moines. 50311, (515) 279-2576 

KENTUCKY 

'II' The CoCo SIG, Christopher Mayeux, 20 Gibbs 
Drive, Chalmette. 70043, (504) 277-6880 voice. (504) 
277-5135 modc-.n 

MARYLAND 
11' Arkade. John M. Beck, 3513 Terrace Drive #D, 
Suitland, 20746, (301) 423-8418 

MASSACHUS!l'ITS 
1r NorthEast CoCo Club, Jose Joubert. 440 North 
Ave .. Bldg. 9#210. Haverhill,OI830, (508)521-0164 

MICHIGAN 
1r Color Computer Owners Group, Bernard A. Pat
ton. 388 Emmons Blvd .. Wyandote. 48192. (313) 
283-2474 
'II' Greater Lansing Color Computer Users Group. E. 
Dale Knepper, P.O. Box 14114, Lansing, 48901, 
(517) 626-6917 

MISSISSIPPI 
1t Mississippi OS-9 User Group, Boisy G. Pitre, 
Southern Sration. Box 8455. Haruesburg. 39406-8455. 
(601) 266-2807 

MISSOURI 
'If CoCoNuts User Group, Clyde Lloyd, 2116 N. 
Columbia. Springfield, 65803, (417) 866-8738 
11' KC CoCo, Gay Crawford. P.O. Box 520084. lnde
pendence,l\4052. (911)764-94 n 

NEBRASKA 
,. Bruce Gerst c/o Metro Area CoCo Club, P.O. Box 
3422. Omaha, 68103 

NEW YORK 

'ft The Tandy Color Computer Users of Charlotte, 
Eric Stringer, 1022 Noles Or., Mt. I lolly, 28120 

OHIO 
'If The Greater Toledo Color Computer Club, Bill 
Espen. 1319 North St., Bowling Green, 43402, (419) 
471-9444 
'II' Tri-County Computer Users Group, Ron Potter, 
10914 Oliver Road, Cleveland, 44111. (216) 476-
2687 

PENNSYLVANIA 
'II' Cumberland Valley Users Group, Thomas Martin, 
9085 1'\ewburg Road. Newburg. 17240. (717) 423-
5525 

RHODE ISLAND 
'It New England ';CoCoNuts" Color Computer Club, 
Anhur J. Mendonca, P.O. Box 28106 North Slation, 
Providence, 02908, (401) 272-5096 (Sig3) 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
11' Spartanburg CoCoClub,lesse W. Parris, 152 Bon 
Air Ave., Spartanburg, 29303, (803) 573-9881 

SOUTH DAKOTA 
'If Empire Area Color Computer Users Group of 
South Dakota, Carl Holt, P.O. Box 395, Brandon, 
57005, (605) 582-3862 

TEXAS 
12' The Codis CoCo Symphony. William C. Garret· 
son. 2902 Harvard St.,lrving, 75062. (214) 570-0823 

UTAH 
v Salt City CoCo Club, L. Todd Knudsen, 6357 S. 
Lotus Way, West Jordan, K40K4, (KOI) 96K·K66K 

THE RAINBOW 

1r Pon. 0' CoCo, Donald Zimmcnnan, 3046 Banner 
Rd. SE, I'ort Orchard, 98366-8810, (206) 871-6535 

AUSTRALIA 
'If Australian National OS-9 Users Group, Gordon 
Bentzen. C/- 8 Odin Street, Sunnybank, Queensland, 
4109, (07) 344-3881 
tr Brisbane Southwest Colour Computer Users Group. 
Bob Devries, 21 Virgo St., lnala, Queensland, 4077, 
(07) 372-7816 

CANADA 
11' Club d'Oridinateur Couleur du Quebec Inc. , 8000 
Metropclitain est. Anjou, Quebec. HIK IAI, (514) 
354-4941 

GERMANY 
'II' OS·9 Users Group in Europe, Burghard Kinzel, 
Leipziger Ring 22A, 5042 ERFTSTADT, +49-2235-
41069, (OS-9/6809) 

THE 1\"ETHERLANDS 
!I' European OS-9 User Group, Peter Tutelaers, 
Strijperstraat 50A, 5595 GO Leendc, 
s88405777@hsepml.hse.nl. +31-4906-197 I, (OSK) 

PUERTO RICO 
tr Puerto Rico Color Computer Club. Luis R. Marti
nez, P.O. Box 2072, Guaynabo, 00657-7004, (809) 
799-8217 or (809) 728-2314 

tt Hardin County Color Computer Club, Paul Ur
bahns, 2887 Republic Ave., Radcliff, 40160, (502) 

351-4757 

1!' Erie County Color Computer Club. John A. Lom
bardo. 57 Chapel Ave., Cheektowaga. 14225 

NORTH CAROUNA 
11' Raleigh CoCo Club, P.O. Box 10632, Raleigh, 
27605, (919) 878-3865 

WASHINGTON 
'II' Be Hingham OS-9 Users Group, Rodger Alexander. 
3404 lllinois Lane, Bellingham, 98226, (206) 734-
5806 LOUISIANA 

I I I I 

ulletin 
Board 
Systems 

II • I I • I 

BBS's 

State/City BBSName Access Number 
(Speed-Parity-Word Bib-St<lp Bib) 

Arkansas 
Sheridan The Grant County BBS (501) 942-4047 
California 
llollywood ZQg's Cavern BBS (2 13) 461-7948 

Connecticut 
Manchester Silk. City BBS (203) 649-9057 
Waterbury Applause BBS (203) 754-9598 

Hawaii 
Ft. Shafter CoCo'Nuts BBS Service (808) 845-7054 
Idaho 
Idaho Falls Snake River Computer Club BBS' (208) 523-3796 

Illinois 
Elmhurst Glen<ide's Cup of CoCo BBS (708) 428-114:16 
Lake Villa Glenside CoCoRama (708) 587-9837 

Kentucky 
Elkhorn City Cross-N-Crown BBS (606) 754-9420 

Michigan 
Manistee Crystal Palace (616) 723-0146 
Taylor J &: L's CoCo Comer (313) 292-4713 
Mississippi 
Hattiesburg The OS-9 Zone' (601) 266-2807 
New York 
Erie County CoCo Club (716) 649-1368 
Wappingers Fal1s The Dutchess CoCo (914) 838-1261 
North Carolina 
Wilmington Bill's Board (919) 395-4366 
North Dakota 
Minot AFB The 9-Linc BBS (701) 727-6826 

Ohiu 
Columbus Springwood BBS (614) 228-7371 
Penns)hania 
Conshohocken Charlie's Help Line (215) 825-3226 
Rhode Island 
Ccmral Falls The Weather Connection ll BBS (401) 728-8709 
Virginia 
Fall Mills Clem· s Comer B BS \ (701) J22-4053 
Washington 
Fircrest OS-9Tacoma (206) 566-8857 
Wisconsin 
Marinette Phoenix Interstate Data Systems" (715) 732-1036 

Canada 
Twillingate. NF, ColorNET BBS (709) 884-2176 
Windsor, Ontario Color Connection (519) 94K-IK79 

Notes: 
1Snake River Computer Club BBS supports all types of computers. 
2'J'he OS-9 Zone is up from IOp.m. to 6 a.m. seven days a week. 
'Clem's Comer BBS is up from 6 p.m. to II p.m. seven days a week. 
•Phoenix Interstate Data Systems has a . 75/hr charge for premium services. paid in advance. 

Parameters SysOp 

300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Eddie Gilmore 

300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Alan Shcltra 

300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Darren Ki.ndberg 
300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Carmen Izzi, Jr. 

300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Tommie Taylor 

300/1200-N-8-1 Jon Gould 

J00/1200/2400-N-8-1 Tony Podra7.a 
300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Dave Sames 

300/2400-N-8-1 Tim Mcintosh 

1200/2400-N-8-1 Nelson Howard 
300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Jim Snider 

300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Boisy G. Pitre 

300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Wayne Mullen 
300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Chris Serino 

300/1200!2400-N-8-1 Bill Medcalf 

300/1200-N-8-1 David Hensley 

300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Edward Langenback 

300/1200-N-8-1 or N-7- 1 Charles DiMartino 

300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Eric Chew 

J00/1200-N-R-1 Richard Douglas Bailey 

300/1200/2400-N-8-1 Chris Johnson 

300/1 200/240019600-N-8- I Joe Bobw·ka 

300-N-8-1 Jason Woodford 
300/1200-N-K-1 Cory Richen 



THE RAINBOW 

( 

Let me tell you why our many Friends are having a great time! 
COCO FRIENDS DISK MAGAZINE Is e monthly disk RWgiiZIM produced on e ftlppM 
diskette. Both sld" are packed with PROGRAMS, GRAPHICS, TUTORIALS, VIEWS, 
REVIEWS, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, AUTOBIOGRAPHIES OF OUR FRIENDS, 
ADVERTISEMENTS, end more llttM goodiH then I heve room to mention here! 

Many ol our contrlbutore to CFDM ere lllmller nemee. Kelren Kenny, George 
QueUhorat, Stuert Wyu-Gellllent, Mlc:hNI Hoke, Jamee Gibbons, H. Allen Curtis, 
Ro!Mrt A. Tl.lmer, Welter Beyer, end the list goes on! AND we heve found many 
other talented CoColsts among our many subscri!Mral There's a good c:henee your 
name could 1M edded to this list, tool 

Friends from all over the USA, Caneda, Australia, Mexico, Puerto Rlee, England, 
and Holland have joined together to make CFDM the most exciting MW product for 
the CoCo In many years. 

we Invite you to give us a try. Send $6 for a single Issue, $16 for three Issues, or 
$30 for 6 Issues. As you read this, Issue 19 will soon be mailed to our current 
Friends. Glva us a try. I guarantee you'll be most pleasantly surprised! 

SEND CASH, CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

RICK'S COMPUTER cJr:~~~~;, 
ENTERPRISE ~~il:~. ~ 42539 

SEE MY AD PAGE 

CoCo III Tool Kit ) 
Disk Commands File Commands 
Backup, lalllall%1, Arclve, Copy, Kill, Rllllltlfl, 
Directory, Vulfy, Co111p11rt, Erase, Vltw, EdU, Prlat, 
Sta"h, EdU, Ertul, Spud Co111p11rt, Sfllrllfl, S111"h, 
T.rt, Sup Rille T11t1 Grllfl Vulfy, Tilt Arclr11 Urs· 
Tabl1 A11alyll1 & R1p11lr Arclve, X111ode111 S1rsdJR". 

Coco Tools is a comprehensive set of disk utilities, providina the most 
complete set of fuoctions available for the standard R.S. DOS disk system. 
Companblc in scope and functionality to that of the famoua utility 
available for MS-DOS computers "PC-TOOLS"! 
Coco Tool• provide• fast and easy operation of atandard DOS command• 
like Copy, Rename, Kill, Disk Initialize and Directory thru a consistent 
and easy to usc interface. It provides easy visual selection of files, 10 
multiple file operations can be carried out with very few keystroke•. 
Coco Toola II also the most Comprehensive Disk Repair program 
available, it Automatically diagnosis and repairs file allocation errors, 
locate• corrupt directory information and cross linked filea. It provide• 
fast and easy recovery of deleted files without the drudgery normally 
associated with ldlled file recovery. It also does lighlning fast disk 1/0 for 
fast Backup and Copying at speeds you thought only higher priced 
computers could perfonn. Coco Tools has multi-file Arciving, Un
Arciving and Teat Arciving functions plus the ability to extract any 
aelectcd group or individual files from a compressed file with easy visual 
file selection. And allow• customizing of display colors, printer/Serial 
baud rate, Drive step ratcl and Directory aoning preference. Coco Tool1 
require• a 128K CoCo Ill, 1 Disk drive and an 80 column diaplay $49.95 

To order by VISA, MASTERCARD or COD 
Call Toll Free 1-800-383-8529 

(Monday thru Saturday, Sam to Spm PST). 
To order by mail, send check or money order for the amount of 

the program plus $4.00 for shipping and handling to : 
Cer-Comp Ltd. 

5566 Ricochet Avenue 
Las Vegas, NV 89110 

702-452-063 2 

Advertisers Index 

Rurlce & Rurlce ............................... 23 
Cer-Comp .......................................... 5 
Cer-Comp ........................................ 2J 
Dayton Associates 
of w .R. Hall. Inc ............................. 17 
Delphi ................................................ 7 
Gale Force .. . .. .... . .. .... ..... ........... ... .... . 21 
Owl-Ware .......................................... 9 
Rainbow Back Issues .... .... .... .. ...... .. I I 

November 1992 

Rainbow Subscripcion ...................... 14 
Rainbow on Tape/Disk .................... 13 
Rick's Computer Enterpri~ ............ 19 
Rick's Computer Enterprise ............ 23 
Sundog Systems ............................ BC 
Sundog Systems .. ........................... 19 

Call Kim lewis 
Easlem Sales Director 
(502)228-4492 

• Call ira Barsky 
Western Sales Director 
(312)587 ·1818 

The Faison Building 
9509 U.S. Highway 42, P.O. Box 385, Prospect, KY 40059 

(502) 228·4492 • FAX (502) 228·5121 

JB1111r m~ <5 JB1111r m~ 
P.O. Box 733 Maple Valley, WA 98038 

U.S. ORDER DESK: (BOO) 237·2409 
INT'L & TECHNICAL: (206) 432-1814 

Boost your CoCo with these fine Burke & Burke products: 

THEXDER:OS9 ··NEW FOR OS9. Use your TANDY"' $29.95 
1 Thexdu cartridge under OS9. By Alan DeKok. 

The 6309 Book •• 6309 programmi11g book by Chri> Burke. 
Includes XSM assembler, disas•embfer, o111J DEBUG patches 
for OS9 Le~el 2. 

l'owerBoost •• 2 MHz enhanced HD63B09E processor wl OS9 
kemel and 110 patches (10% - 50% speed improvemmt). Note: 
soldering required for instaHation. 

I WORLD CLASS CHESS*·· Use Cyms Chels currridge wl L2 OS9 
FILT: SYSTEM REPACK 1 .I .. Faster OS9disk defragmenter 
F/Lf.' RI:'COVERY SYSTEM·· Helps recover Jiles from OS9 disks. 

I 
I 
' ! 

R. S. B."·· Disi..BASICfur I.eve/2 (BASIC ROM required I. 
f:.Z(jEN 1.09 ·· Hallliy & powerful OS9 bootji/e editor 
WILD & MV --Use wildcards with OS9 commands; move files 

PF.RTASCII -· Clmllenging OS9 game to make words from a list of 
random leuers. Play against lite computer, multi-user, or BBS. 
ZCLOCK • Continuous time I dale display on Levd 2 screen 

COCO XT .. USf' PC MFM or RLL hard drives with CoCo! OS9 SIW 
included (add $30 for COCO XT-RTC version witlt real-time clock; 
add $20 for XT-ROM liard disk auto-boot ROM). 

i DAGGORPATCH --Transfers TANDyrM DungeonsofDaggorutlt 
1 cartridge to DISK BASIC. Adds dtsk 110, screen dump. repeat. 

$24.95 

$29.95 

$29.95 
$29.95 
$24.95 
$39.95 
$19.95 
$19.95 

$19.95 

$9.95 

$69.95 

$9.95 

! ~============================~ 
.,. WA RESIDENTS ADD 8.2% SALES TAX. Ma<ter<'arrl & VISA acccpr<..-1. I J.S rOD'< add 

$.\ .75 Min. U.S. shipping $4.00. Min. to Canada $5.00. Please allow 2 weeks f,>r delivery. 
j Ovcmlght or 2nd day available ft.)l' in-stock itcm.'l. Software upgrades $5 00 each w/rcccipt. 

l 
including U.S. shipping. 

Call or write for a lree catalog of more exciting Color Computer pmducts1 
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In Quast of tha St.or Lord 
CoCo3 
Hint Sheet 

Hall of tha King 1, 2 or 3 
CoCo 1 ·3 
Hall of tha King Trilogy 
White Fire of Eternity 
CoCo1·3 
Dragon Blade 
CoCo1 · 3 
Champion 
CoCo1·3 
Paladin's Legacy 
CoCo1 ·3 

$29.95ea. 
$74.95 

Visa. Mastercard. Chec.o; Monev Ordt:r, drld COD 
(JSA only plcast:) accepted All INe•gn ()rders 
must be sent 1n US currency Monev Orders. Include 
$? ~o for sh•Pflirg in USA ana car ada $5 OC 
Foresrpn $3 00 extra fo· CJO orders PA residents 
add 6% sales tdx Dealer m::jwnes ~~telcome 
AuthOrs. we·re lookmg tor new software' 


